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ABSTRACT

A Problem of Survival:

Kabloona Society in Small Communities

of the Eastern Arctic

by

Lorne Smith

Kabloona are non-Eskimo residents of Arctic settlements. The Kabloona

are Ëeachers, missionaries, traders, policemen, government employees, and

other non-Eskimo and their famílies who are ín Ehe Arctíc usually because

of theír employmenË. The Kabloona minoríty form a small group which is

separated from the larger Eskimo socieËy by reasons of language and culture,

and from theír own society in southern Canada by geographícal distance and

transportation dif f i cultíes .

The Kabloona must i-nteract with each other on the social and business

level. Because of the small group size, conflict is an ímportant factor

in the interpersonal relations among the Kabloona; it disrupts or prevents

socializing, friendly relations, and sometimes any kind of communication

€mong Kabloona.

Conflict occurs on four 1eve1s: inter-agency, intra-agency, inter-

family, intra-famíly. Conflict on one level can affect the state of the

interpersonal relationships on other 1eve1s.
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Conflíct on any of the four leve1s occurs for various reasons. Conflict

occurs because each individual, department, and separate agency has a

"territory" or area of jurisdíctíon. Thís area is sometimes ill-defíned,

and conflict occurs where there is no agreement as to the extent of onets

authority. For historical reasons some agencies are having their "territory"

or spheres of influence reduced, which also promotes conflict.

In Arctic communities certain corornoditíes are scarce and therefore

assume high value. compet.ition for the control of these things, or the

right to possess or redistribute them, is a second general reason for

conflict. The commodities may be material articles such as the best house,

home freezers or the use of a particular vehicle, or may be the opportunity

of part or fu11 time employment.

The third reason for conflict is the case where negative reci-prociËy

situations develop ¿rrnong members of the Kabloona group as opposed to

balanced reciprociËy. Reciprocity among the Kabloona does not necessarily

involve material exchange, but can include the exchange of t'favourst', and

companionship. I^Ihere the reciprocal exchanges are perceived as being

imbalanced by one or more of the Kabloona, conflict can result.

Although psychological factors are imporËant f have chosen instead to

identify patterns of relationships which exist between various meuibers of

the Kabloona group, concenLrating my attention on:

can occur because of the nature of the roles of the

(1) the conf 1j.ct which

Kabloona, rather than

(or inspite of) the personality of individuals who might occupy certain

roles , (2) the four leve1s at which conflict occurs, and (3) the occurance

of conflict over terrítory, scarce resources, and reciprocity.

Because of the nature of the "employer/employee" Toles, I have suggested
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as a hypothesis that supervísors are more likely to socialLze wj-t]n Kabloona

who are either co-\,'Iorkers or members of agencies other than theír o\,ln, and

"employees" socialize with co-\¡/orkers and meuibers of other agencies too.

Data to support this hypothesis is presented, although further research

must be done to collect more evidence to test the hypothesis satisfactorily.

Suggestions are made as to ways in which conflicL uright be reduced

among Kabloona. Areas for further research are outlined.
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CHAPTER I

]NTRODUCTION

I¡Ihile most anthropologists and other social scíentists working in

the Arctic focus their research on the Eskimo, in this thesis I direct

my attention toward the Kabloona (non-Eskimo) minority group which is to

be found in all small ArcËic settlemenLs. The Kabloona minority consists

of traders, mí-ssíonaries, policemen, teachers, administrators and other

government employees and their famí1ies. This minority group, allhough

generally neglected by anthropologÍsts and other social scientísts, pro-

vídes a legitimate field for study in that group members are confronted

with unique problems of survival. These survival problems are not what

we usually assocíate with the Àrctic, namely, finding sufficient food or

combating ext.Teme cold, sj-nce this minority group is generally well

provided wÍth adequate housíng, sufficient food, and cash Íncome by the

agencies which employ them.

The problem all Kabloona face is basically how to "get along wiËh

each other". The Kabloona are not a homogeneous group. Besides EnglÍsh

and Ïrench Canadians, there are usually people from Ëhe BriËish Isles and

Europe in the setËlement as wel1. Different value systems are associated

with theÍr different cultural backgrounds. They also have had varying

degrees of educat.Íon, have different work skills, and may have entirely

-1-
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dissimilar motives for coming to the Arctic. Certainly these facËors

affect interaction. However, despite different values, dífferent lÍfe

histories, and different motives of Índividuals, my e)çperíence leads me

Ëo believe that there are general patterns of relaEionships that are

determined by such factors as síze of the Kabloona group, isolation,

access to scarce resources, as r^rell as the peculiar developmental history

of Àrctíc settlements. Because among other reasons, indÍviduals of the

Kabloona group are employed by different agencies havíng opposing aims,

there is often conflÍct between group members.

conflict here does not refer to physical violence (although on

occasion this does occur) but rather to dÍsagreemenEs, arguments, and

other factors which prevent or disrupt inter-personal relationships among

members of Ëhe Kabloona group. As Boag (L966:139) says,

"It does seem that. inter-personal problems in these
groups are frequent, judging from personal eccounts,
though Ëhey rarely find their way inËo print. There is
no convincing evidence that they are hrorse in any
special and ísolaLed group livíng under stress in other
parts of the .ürorld.rl

LsolaËed from the larger southern communities by geography, and from

the larger Eskimo cornmuniËy by language and cultural differences, the

Kabloona group must Ëry to maintain satisfacËory interpersonal relation-

ships in spite of many factors whích cause conflict. Unlike the situaËion

in southern Canada where Ëhere is usually a wide choice of people wiLh

whom one roay form social relaËionships (exceptions would be suall "bush

posts" without road connections), Kabloona in Arctic communíties have a

very limited number of indíviduals with whom they may form alliances or

friendships. At the time, social relat.ionships are increasíngly important

for the Kabloona, because socializing is oft.en the only substitute for
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accustomed entertairunent such as movies, theaËre, team sports, and out-

door recreatíon available in southern Canada. Maintaining satisfacËory

social relationships ís more dÍfficult in Arctic communíties because Ëhe

rÀIork group and the social group often involve the same people. Conflíct

which arises in the r¿ork sítuation carries over into the socj-al sphere and

více versa. A1so, because of Ëhe small size of the group and the

isolation of the settlement, ít is difficult to avoid those persons whom

one does not like or with whom one has had dÍsagreements, particularly

r,¡hen the persons involved may be required to work together on a day-to-day

basis.

In thÍs thesis I will discuss the Kabloona group and the factors that

cause conflict beËween members of the group. Although Vallee (L967) and

Honigmann (1965) make some menËion of the Kabloona, Ëhese authors are

more interested in the larger Eskimo society, and are concerned r¡rÍth the

Kabloona minorÍty priuarÍly as to theír effect, on the Eskimo.

Lt is valid to consider the Kabloona as a distinct group. They form

a separate and disÈinct entity by reason of race, language, and culture,

and Parsons (1970) has shown that there ís limited interacËion beLween

Kabloona and the natives ouËside of work or connunÍty organized social

settings. Considering that the objective of this thesis is to examÍne Ëhe

interpersonal relationships among the Kabloona, I suggest that it is

legiÈimate to focus on Kabloona inLeracËion and largely exclude the Eskimo

group from consideration. However, this is not to say that the EskÍno have

no effect on Kabloona interaction as Vallee (L967:105) has found at. Baker

Lake.

This thesis is the result of rny observations over the period Sept.ember
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1962 to June 1969 and the period May 1970 ro Àugusr L970. During rhis

extended period of Ëime I was a fu11 participant in a number of small

conununities in the eastern Arctic. I was employed as a teacher first for

Ëhe Federal Government and later for the TerriLorial GovernnenL, and

was able to observe Kabloona society in isolated communitíes for more

than seven years. My observations combined with library research wí11

enable ne to give an ethnographic description of Kabloona society including

examples of the causes of conflict in small communities.

I was a full part.icipanË in small setLlements during my residence in

the north. This may be regarded by some as a limiËation. To acquire data

for the thesis required thaË I act as my oT¡7n principal informant. There

are advanËages to this approach as opposed to more conventional fj-eld work

by an investigator because: (1) I was able Ëo spend far more tíme in the

field than most researehers are able to t (2) as ful1 participant r was

considered a group member; (3) the Kabloona group tends to be somewhaË

hostile to social scientists, and would be reluct.ant to be the subject of

study; and (4) f was able to spend rnore than three months in each of four

differenË settlements wiËh different Kabloona groups, allowing for comparison

of interpersonal relations in a variety of situations.

There are disadvantages in usíng myself as principal informant. The

main dísadvantage is that Ëhe views presented are those of only one person.

By not making use of a number of informanËs, it is not possible to know Íf

a majority or minority view is being presented. In addition, incidents i-n

which f was personally involved are more likely to be presented than

incj-dents ínvolving other individuals, and incidents involving other persons

are not likely to be presented as accurately. The material present,ed here
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ís highly selective and less objective than I would like. Thís is offset

by the fact that my ínformation is being examined in retrospect which may

permít greater objectivity than if the "informant" rrrere still a full

participant.

There are also certaÍn moral and ethical problems involved, particular-

ly as Ëhe Kabloona group \^Ias not ar¡rare that they v/ere to be the subjects

for a thesis (nor dÍd I expect at the tíme that my observaÈions would be

incorporaEed into one). For this reason specific names of indivíduals

and places r¿ill be avoided as much as possible. As a result, general

principles will become discernible and will be applicable to Kabloona gïoups

in any small Àrctic community. Boagrs (L966:139) observations as r¡e1l as

my conversaËions with friends with experíence in mission st.ations in Nepal

and Líberia, suggest that a number of problems of conflict and stïess are

cornmon to these areas as well as to the Canadian Àrctic.

It is important Ëhat the reader is aware of the setting in which

Kabloona interaction t.akes p1ace. For those unfamilÍar with Arctic com-

munities, I wíll describe a "typica1" (though fj-crional) settlemenL, out-

lining the historic.al development with emphasis on Kabloona settlement, and

the agencies and facilities available. This fictional corununiËy provides a

sett.ing within whÍch Kabloona interaction takes place, making the dÍscussj-on

of Lhe causes of conflict more understandable to those not aquainted with

Arctic corn¡nunities. It also provides a frame in which I can present díalogue

¿rmong Kabloona. The dialogues vri1l serve to illustraËe some of the examples

of how and why conflict develops.

In conclusion, the aiurs of this thesis are to describe the environmenË

of the Kabloona minority in isolated Arctic seËtlemerits, to discuss the
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interpersonal relatÍons within this minority group, and to consider

reasorls for conflict among members of the group. This approach will serve

to indj-cate which problems create conflict and thereby provide suggesËions

for conflict resolution and avoi-dance. The thesis is intended to add to

the general body of literature on conflict and stress in isolat,ion, especial-

ly the causes of conflict and the mechanísms used to conËrol it. By focus-

íng on the Kabloona, a group receiving little attention from socíal

scientists ¡ ilY thesis can contribute Ëo a greaËer undersÈanding of adapta-

tion to environmental stress and social isolation. I hope that the thesis

will be of pracËical use to persons working in small isolated communitíes.
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CHAPTER II

THE COI,fl4UN]TY OT' BAFFTN T'IORD

In this chapter I intend to descríbe the setting in which Kabloona

social inter-action takes p1ace, so Ëhat the reader can better understand

the problems facing Kabloona in the Arctic.

The conrnuniËies r¿ith which I am concerned are small, isolated com-

munities ín the Eastern Arctic. The East.ern Arctic Adrnínistration Area

Íncludes a1l of Baffin Island, the settlements of Ha1l Beach and Igloolik

in Foxe Basin, the islands of Èhe Queen Elizabeth Archipelago, bounded on

the west by Cornwallis and Arnund Ringnes Islands, extending to the Po1e,

and the íslands off the Quebec coasL in Hudson Strait. (See Map I).

By "small corununity" I mean one ín whích Ëhere are not more than

about 600 Eskimos in the total Ërading area of the community, and one in

which the Kabloona population does not exceed síxËy, including children

and dependents of government personnel and employees of other agencj-es. By

imposing these size limits I exclude the large administrative centre of

Frobisher Bay which has a Kabloona populatíon in excess of 1,000.

Although each sma11 Àrctic community is unique in certain features,

there are enough similarities of clÍmaËe, hístory, and agencies represented

that it is possible to construct a model community populated by fictional

characters who r,¡ould be representaËive of small communíties in the Eastern

-B-
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Arctic. In order to incorporate material from a number of settlements,

protect the anonymÍty of people ínvolved, and make the thesis applicable

in some \^rays to seËtlements in gençral, I propose to construct just such

a model community for this thesis rather than discuss one settlemenË. I

will call my model community Baffin Fiord.

A History of Baffin Fiord

BaffÍn Fiordl Ís on the easË side of Baffin Island Ínside the Arctic

circle. The settlement is on a flat area of land at the foot of five

thousand foot mountains rrhich surround the fíord. The settlemenL r¡ras

originally a good sealing area, and evidence of Thule and Dorset cultures

can be found close to the present settlement. Because of the sheltered

harbour offered by the fiord, whalers often anchored and on occasion spent

the winter there.

The first 'rpermanent" Kabloona in the area v/as a Hudsonrs Bay Company

trader, who opened a post, ín L927. The original buildings are still being

used as warehouse space, on the site of the present seËtlement. The site

was chosen for its good harbour, sheltered locaËion and level building

ground. AlËhough there Ì{as more than sufficj-ent space for the Hudsonrs Bay

Coupany facilities, ÍË is now becoming increasingly difficult to find suit-

able building space on the present site for Ëhe rapidly growing settlemenË.

Followíng the esËablishment of a permanenË settlement by the Hudsonts

Bay Company, the Anglican mission built a church in 1935. This has led some

1 ,h. reader is again reminded
settlement, iric.orporaËing the
into one.

that Baffin Fiord is a "composite", fictÍtious
imporËant features of many ArcËic set,tlemenËs
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Kabloona to suggest that the ÍníËials HBC stands for "here before Christt'.

Because of difficulties in recruiting for northern missions, the church has

been represented only intermittently at Baffin FÍord. This shortage contínues

and the present missionary travels to setËlements wíthin a 500 mile radíus

to perform marriages and baptisms. He is assisted by a trained Eskirno lay

catechist who conducts services when there is no míníster resídent in the

settlement.

I^Iith the arrival of an RCMP constable in 1936, the "trinÍty" was

completed. The white blue-trimmed buildings of the RCMP establishment,

the red-roofed, white buildings of the Hudsonfs Bay Company, and the grey

ashalt shingled missíon with their walk-ways outlined in white-washed rocks,

occupy most of the best building ground on the site (see Plate 1), and

sËand out as an island of neatness and order among the mixture of colours,

styles and sprawl of the governrnent buildings and Eskímo rental houses

(See Graburn L969:4 for a similar description).

The real growth of the settlement has occurred in the last ten years.

In 1960 the federal government sent in material for the construction of a

one room school and a teacherrs residerì.ce on one of the supply shÍps. In

May 1961, a consËruction creTr r,tas flovln in Èo erect the buildings during

the suumer season in preparation for Ëhe teacherrs arrival and school

opening in Septernber of the same year. Construction díd not go smoothly,

as some of the prefabricated panels had been warped from exposure and the

me1Ëing of the snow in the spring. These difficulties were overcome, how-

ever, and on September L7th, 1961, the Baffin Fiord Federal Day School

opened iËs doors to 14 Eskimo pupils rangi-ng in age from 6 to 14.

The gasoline generator wet-battery povrer unÍts in use by the other
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Kabroona agencies were of inadequaÈe síze and of the wrong voltage Ëo

supply po\,{er to the school and teacherage, and operate Lhe audÍo visual

equipmenË ín the new school. This demand for power requíred the consËruct-

íon of a po\Íer plant and the installatíon of a small diesel geneïator.

Initially the plant r¡/as operated and maintained by an Eskimo potlrer planË

operator who had received a Lhree month trainÍng course. Ho\^/ever,

materials for a house for a Kabloona mechanic arríved on the 1961 sealifË

and a house \^las erected Ëhat same autuÍtrt by the crew which had built the

school. It did not remain vacant long. A Kabloona pohTeï plant operator

r¿as hired and arrived in Baffin Fiord in March L962.

Vallee (I967:77) lnas recorded that Eskimo $rere discouraged from

congregat.ing around the Baker Lake trading post. The situation was símilar

at Baffín Fiord. Eskimo from the outlying hunting camps began to drift Ínto

the settlement and establish residence there only afËer goverrrment became

involved in the settlement. The school and community activíties such as

dances and movies, the opportunity for casual labour in construcËion and

servíce projects and the beginnings of a low-cost housing programme for

Eskimos aËtracted people from camp life to the settlement. The Eskimo

population in the seËtlement grew to the poínt that in 1964 an addition to

the school building l¡ias required and a second teacher was added to Ëhe staff .

The one teacher had been responsible to this point for al1 government

adroinistration work including payroll, monthly reports, annual requisitioning

of supplies, development. of a handicraft prograrune, and administering the

social assistance prograüme which had formerly been the responsíbility of the

Police. This non-teaching workload had increased to the exÈent that in 1964

the teacher could no longer effect.ively carry out an educat.ion function as
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Low rental plan three-bedroom and one-bedroom houses have hydro, water and
se\¡Iage services provided. They are a strong incentive for Eskimo Lo leavethe camps and Ëake up residence in the settiements.

. --l:,
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\,ie11 as the administrative duties. In September L964 a northern service

officer arrived in Baffin Fiord to take over the responsíbilÍt.íes of

adminis Ëation.

A larger replacement. diesel generator arrived in order to provide

the increased power demands of the rapidly growing settlemenË. Also,

small eight-pupil hostels vlere erected so that those parenËs living in

hunting camps would be able to leave their children ín the settlement

attend school. Throughout the Eastern AreËic Ëhese small hostels (see

Plate 2) in each seËtlemenL were used for loca1 boarding rather than

for

two

to

transporting children Ëo a single, 1arge, f.at distant resÍdential school as

was previously done in the western ArcËic. (See Hobart L966 for a critique

of remote school hostels). Many Eskímo parenËs, however, preferred to move

inËo the settlement and take advantage of seËt.lement facilities rather Ëhan

leave their children at hostels whí1e they returned to the land. By Lg7O,

there l¡Iere no longer enough pupils resident in the host.els to justify keep-

ing them open.

The construction phase of a low-renËal Eskimo housing scheme was begun

in 1966. This scheme provided fully serviced houses with rents scaled to

income, and made settlement livíng so aLtracËive that only the most land-

oriented Eskimos continued to live away from the settlement. (See plaËe 3) .

From seven large hunting camps scattered up and dov¡n the coast in 1960, there

remained only Èwo sma11 camps by L970. (see plate 4) . This íncrease Ín

favor of settlement livíng in turn required further addÍtions to the school,

increases in the education staff, and greater demands on the administrative

and engineering departments. Of course increases in Kabloona housing r,rere

also inevitable.
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Tn L967 a short 1200 foot run$ray was constructed to accommodate

t
STOL- aircraft. The strip was buÍ1t only with much levelling and fÍl1ing,

since the area around Baffin Fiord does not lend itself to airport

facilities. Landíng on the short stríp with Lhe approach over the hÍl1s,

and the drop off into the sea, continues to be an adventure for all who

are used to 6000 feet of hard surfaced runway. (See Plate 5). The strÍp is

invaluable to the communíty. During the freeze-up and break-up periods

wheeled aírcraft can continue to bring in mail, supplies and more Ímportantly

take out persons who require irnmedíate medical attention. Formerly, wheri

planes landed eíther on skis or f loats, there T¡/as a period of sj-x weeks to

tr¿o months in both the spring and the fa1l , \^rhen air traffic was irnpossible.

Besides crowding the available buildÍ-ng room, the settlement has also

outgro\,\¡n its hrater supply. The small creek which runs through the settle-

ment could no longer meet community needs even if it had remained unpolluted.

V'Iater is now obtained from a fresh r,'iater lake about three miles away and is

transPorted to the settlement by tracked water carríers. Although the site

seems inadequate, the Hudsonrs Bay people who oríginally chose ít could not

have predicted the tremendous expansion of the community over the last few

years.

Health needs of the community had been provided for by the annual

medical survey ship the "C.D. Hovre", occasional vísiËs by doctors from

Frobisher Bay, and most of the time through the efforts of the Police

constable who acted as a lay dÍspenser. fn 1968, however, the rndian and

Northern Health Services shipped in Atco trailer units for use as a nursing

2 Short Take-off and Landing aircraft.
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station. The provision of trained medical personnel to some degree

alleviated concern over health problems in the community, particularly

among Kabloona with young children. (See p1aËe 6).

Since April 1, 1970, the government of the Northwest Territories has

been responsible for administrative, educational, and engineeïing services

in the whole community. The continued growth of Baffin Fiord and the

development of other setÈlements suggests a continuing íncrease in Kabloona

personnel at Baffin Fiord. I¡lithin the next few years ít is likely there

will be another increase in the number of teachers. There will probably be

a second mechanic. Quite possÍbly tourist development officers, game

management officers, and co-operative development offícers will be added to

the goverrunent establishment.

Baffin Fiord, like many other small Arctic communities, r¡ras originally

only a sma11 trading post serving a number of scattered Eskirno hunting camps

on the northeast Baffin coast. The Kabloona establishment, and the number

of Eskimo living at the community remained. very sma11 unLil the early

sixties. I'Jith the beginning of the government school and socÍal programmes,

the settlement has rapidly expanded in size in a "snohrball effect". (See

Plate 7). The whole complex of improved facilities, including school

services, health and welfare, proximity to the trading post, elecËríc po\¡/er,

and the opportunity for wage labour, have attracted more Eskímo to the

settlement. The Íncrease Ín the Eskimo population ín the settlement has

meant that more Kabloona were needed to satisfy Lhe demand for increased

services (more teachers, for example) . These Kabloona required an increased

support staff, which again increased facilities and attracted even more

Eskimo to the settlement. (See Graburn 1959: L47 for a simÍlar analysis of

this rapid expansion).
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The Climate of Baffín Fiord

Arctíc communitíes are generally described as havíng níne months

winter and three monËhs of tough sledding. Baffin Fiord is no different.

For more than half of the year it is characterízed by a contí-nental type

climate whích is modifíed somewhat by the relatively \^rarm r,,rat.ers beneath

the ice. The mean temperatures of the three coldest months is below -15

degrees F. Kabloona from the Praírie provinces are surprised Lo find that

mínimum winter temperatures aÈ Baffin Fiord are roughly equivalent to

mínímum temperatures experienced in Manítoba and Saskatchewan, however,

continuous cold spells of. -20 to -30oF weather exceed in duratíon anything

found in southern Canada. Snor,rfall too is much less than ín southern

Canada, however the dríftíng effect of the wínd and the absence of nrid-

\,¡ínter thaws gives the impressíon of a great accumulation of snow. Chart 1

gíves the climatic data for Ëhe settlement of c1yde, approximately one

hundred and fifty míles from Baffin Fiord. There ís a Department of

Transport weather station at Clyde, therefore the data for that setËlement

are given. In Baffín Fiord, unofficial temperature readings are kept by

the R.C.M.P. corporal.

Although Kabloona from southern Canada may be familíar with low winter

temperatures, the length of the wínter ís quiËe different to r¿haË Èhey have

experienced, and in the sur¡rner, mean temperaÈures are much lower than those

found in southern Canada. LocaËed above the Arctíc Círcle, Baffin Fiord

has a períod of continuous sunlight, and a "dark" períod during which the

sun never rises. The sun appears above the horizon for the last time ín

early November, and does not reËurn again unËi1 the first week ín February.

SmiËh (1965) has shown how the sunts return is an ímportanË event. Contrary
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to popular belief, thís three month períod ís not one of total darkness,

because in high latitudes sunset is followed by an extremely long tr¡rÍlÍght.

As a result, even on Decemb er 27 there is a períod of an hour and a half

to Ë\^ro hours duríng which it is "light". Nevertheless, the nights are

extremely long, and the temperatures are extreme. The weather is not

conducive to outdoor activities. rn spring there is perpetual daylight

even before the sun ceases to set because of the long twilíght effect.

There is no real níght from rnid-April through to mid-August, whÍle the sun

does not set at all from the last week in May untí1 mid-July. (See plate

9). The period of cont.inual daylight i-s compensation for the dark wínter,

although a Ìret and cold sumner can mearr that after havíng been restricted

indoors due to the winter temperatuïes Kabloona may find that even in the

sufimer outdoor actÍvity can be unpleasant.

Often April and May is the most pleasant tÍme of the year. Although

temperatures remain belorn¡ or near freezíng, after a long cold winter

ËemPeratures seem comparatively rní1d. As the sea is stÍl1 ice-covered.,

there ís usually little cloud cover, and not Ëhe damp cold of summer and

fall- Bright blue sky and perpetual sunlight reflecting from the clean

white sno\,/ make this the most pleasant tíme of year in BaffÍn Fiord.

Economic Base of Baffin Fiord

For the Eskimo of Baffin Fíord the economíc base is hunting, trapping,

manufactureof handicrafts, welfare, constructÍon, and employment with the

various Kabloona agencies. For the Kabloona, however, the economic base is

service for the Eskímo and other Kabloona. The primary reason for Kabloona

being at Baffin Fiord has been to provide a service on one sort or another
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for the 1oca1 Eskimo population. This service function varies depending

on the agency the Kabloona represents.

The Kabloona at Baffin Fiord are not necessarily altruistic. Service

to Ëhe Eskimo usually means that there are benefíts to be derived from the

assocíation by the Kabloona agencies. For example, although the Hudsonts

Bay Company provides a service by maintaining a store from which EskÍmo

can buy goods Ëhat are nor,nr t'essentials", the Hudsonts Bay Company obtains

furs r¿hich can be sold in the south for a profit. The church serves the

Eskimofs spíritual needs, but first has to convert them to a Christian

belief , which of course increases church membershíp. Even È.he government,

whích maintaíns expensive schools in order to educate Eskimo chíldren,

hopes that by doing so Eskimo will become sufficiently educated that they

can enter the "maÍnstream of Canadian lÍfe" and thereby "become able to

participate fully ín Canadian Society if they so choose". (Graburn L9692

223).

As the number of Kabloona in the settlement increases, Kabloona aquire

a secondary function -- that of service to each other. The Hudsonts Bay

Company store begins to st.ock items which are designed to attract the

Kabloona trade, although luxury j-tems such as tape recorders and record

players find a more ready outlet wíth the Eskimo people. The missionary

may find that a service in English must be added to his list of Sunday

servÍces. And Ëhe school teacher who expected Ëo be teaching only Eskimo

children will find that a number of Kabloona children, the sons and daughters

of other Kabloona in the settlement, are members of the class. (S": plate

10). The government mechaníc is really in a suppoït position, although he

may have close personal c.ontact with an Eskimo helper. He is not prímarily
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concerned with the Eskimo community, but ís required to maintaÍn the

generator, vehÍcles, and other mechanícal equÍpment v/hich are requÍred

for the operation of the total settlement. In fact though, because he often

works with adult Eskímo males at certain tasks, he may have more contact

wÍLh a portion of the Eskimo community than many of the other Kabloona.

The economi c reasons for the presence of Kabloona are to provide

service to the Eskimo community, or to provide the servÍce facilities for

those who are dealÍng with Lhe Eskimo. But in one form or another there is

some return or gain expected from supplying this servíce. rncreasingly,

Kabloona are finding that they can no longer serve only the EskÍmo but must

also provide servÍces Lo Kabloona in the settlement.

Communication and Transportation Links

Untí1 the early 1960rs, communication and transportation networks were

very poorly developed. A1l supplies for the operatÍon of the settlement

were broughË in by ship duríng the short ice-free season of late August and.

Septernber. The supplies for the Hudsonts Bay post were brought in by the

M.V. Pierre Radisson, a Company vessel (See Plate 11). The Canadian ship,

C.D. Howe, besides acting as a medícal survey shíp, also carried heating oi1,

buildíng rnaterials, food supplies, and mail for the settlements (see Graburn,

I9692L43-L44 for an account of travel on the "Hov7e"). During the winter the

RCMP aírcraft and occasional charter aÍrcraft brought in mail. Crassweller

and Snith (1968) descríbe how the RCÀF dropped mail to the serrlemenrs by

parachute on the annual Christmas airdrop. Telegram and voice communÍcation

were also maintaíned through the Hudson's Bay radio network, which would

carry commercial traffic, while the RCMP radio was for the exclusive use of
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the RCM Police (except in emergencies, when the Police r¡ou1d transmit or

receive other messages). Smith (1968a) has indicated that some coumunities

also made use of amateur radio networks to supplement the other systems of

communication.

Cor¡rnunÍcation and transportation have been vastly improved and norr/ as

many as four of five shíps may "offload" during the summer shippíng season.

The air strip enables aircraft to land duríng the fa1l freeze-up and

spring break-up, when formerly the settlement had no means of transportaËion

to the "outside". The number of charËer flights has íncreased from t\¡ro or

three Per year to LT¡Io or three per month, and in addition Nordair Limited

has a scheduled weekly flight into Baffin Fiord from Frobisher Bay wíth

t!üin 0tter aircrafÈ. Thís increased communication means a more regular

mail service whích enables Kabloona to maintain ties with fríends and rela-

tives in the south. rt also allows Kabloona (and Eskímo) to shop c.o.D.,

using simpsons-sears and Eatonrs catal_ogues. Although air freíght Ís

expensive' parts and supplíes can be delivered to the settlement more

frequently than once a year as was previously the case. This is especially

ímportant when parts are required to repair the diesel generators oï other

mechanÍcal equÍpment essential for the operatÍon of the settlemenË.

The development of transportation has meant an improvement in

communÍcation. ThÍs is especially Ímportant for the government agencies,

as so much governnent business is conducted by memo and. letter. There have

also been ímprovemenËs in other forms of communÍcation. Bell Telephone

Company installed radio telephone equipment in 1966. This system provÍdes

voice communication r¡¡Íth other settlements on the Island and with the main

administrative centre at Frobisher Bay. Telephone ca1ls can also be made to
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southern canada and other parts of the world by a relay hook-up through

the Bell Telephone facÍlíties at Frobisher Bay. Because the Bell system

is a radio telephone net\,rork private or personal communicaËion can be over-

heard by any third party who r¡ishes to take Ëhe trouble to tune ín on a

short-r¡¡ave radio. A1so, atmospheric conditions can affect the quality of

transmission and there are períods when statíc makes it impossible to make

use of this system (see SmÍth 1968b for one example of the effect of loss

of radio cornmunj-cation) .

FacilÍties at Baffin Fiord

considering the geographic location of Baffin Iiord, Kabloona

residents have most of the facilities of small southern to\,rns available to

them. The most notable exceptíon to this is the absence of the net\^rork of

roads and híghways which enables sua11 town dwellers in southern Canada to

travel to larger to\^Ins and cíEies for shopping, entertaÍnment, and social-

ízíng with friends and relatives.

The 1ocal Hudson's Bay store, because of the increased l(abloona popula-

tion and the changed buying habits and incomes of the Eskimo, caïries a much

larger variety of stock than during fur trade days as Nichols (1966) has

shown. Besides huntÍng and fishing equipment, Ski-doo parts, outboard motors,

canoes, gasoline, food and clothing, luxury items such as Ëape recorders,

record players, radios, and even Honda motor cycles are stocked. (See plate

L2). Food items include canned and frozen meats, and vegetables, but fresh

food ís only available just after shippíng season, if at all. prices are

generally quite hígh, a result of the shipping cosLs and high overhead (and

in part a monopoly positÍon). Many Kabloona oïder food from southern
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suppliers and have it shipped in by sea. They store the food in the

community f.reezer (whi_ch the Eskimo can also use). Many items are sold

out during the year as Berry (1968) has shown, and items which Kabloona

are used to buying in the south may not be avaílable locally. Kabloona

who are used to living in large soulhern centers miss the opportunity of

shoppíng at bargains or sales in order to save on the famíly budget, and

beíng able to shop at a wide variety of stores in order to find a parti-

cular brand or item that is required or desired. However, with the

impnoved mail service in recent years mail-order shopping can be used to

supplement the 1ocal store stock. Still, there are two main drar¿backs to

mail-order shoppíng. There is at least a thro-to-three week wait for

delivery, and air freight or postage charges add to the cost of all items

purchased.

Those Kabloona who wÍsh to atLend church can take part in Anglican

Sunday services in the Eskímo language, or the non-denominatj-onal service

held by the Anglican míssionary on Sunday afternoons. Roman CatholÍcs and.

non-Christians may have to do wÍthout spiritual advisers.

Police protectíon is provÍded by the RCMP. However, the crÍme rate at

Baffin Fiord is very low, and the Kabloona make very little use of the RCMP

facÍlities, except to oblain fur expoït permits and game licenses. The

RCMP does oPerate the post office, a service which is very important Ëo the

Kabloona at Baffin Fiord. One dísadvantage from the point of view of the

Kabloona is that with the RCMP at Baffin Fiord they cannot hunt and fish as

freely as they rnight do in settlements where there are no police.

Much of the comfort and convenience of day-to-day living is due to

government involvement in the settlement. Electric power from the government
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generating Plant provides lighting for the r.rhole settlement and allows

Kabloona to operate their tape recorders and high fidelÍty sets, and Ëo

operate forced-air furnaces and major appliances ín those houses so

equipped. I^iater is delívered to al1 houses by a tracked Nodr,¡ell vrater

tanker (See Plate 13). This bulk delivery of r¡later allows Kabloona to

take shor¡ers and wash clothes more frequently than when summer ürater vtas

obtained by the bucket-load from a stream, and winter !,rater was melted from

ice blocks cut from the surface of a lake. sewage and garbage is also

collected and transported to the durnp by government employees. Formerly,

garbage was placed on the sea ice j-n front of the settlement where it

would float away during spring break-up. Unfortunately, the collection of

garbage at a central dump has been no real solution to the problem of

\^laste disposal because waste now collects "just over the hill".

Aside from Ski-doos, the only vehicles belong to the government, but

the adminÍstrator has the authoríty !o rent vehicles r^lith drivers to other

agencies and índivÍduals. In pracËice, charges are seldom made for those

'kenËals" (refer to Cahpter V, ReciprocÍËy). The dump truck and tractor save

much hauling and lifting of heavy materÍa1s during ship-tíme off-loading.

The Bornbardier snorn¡mobile is used for meetíng aircrafL, transporting patients

from the nursing station to Ëhe airstrip, and carrying maí1 from planes to

the posË office.

Kabloona children of school age take theír lessons in the same class-

Tooms as the Eskimo children of the settlement. The modern school Ís well

equipped with audío visual material and teachíng aids. Grades I and 6 are

taught in five classrooms, and a kíndergarten for pre-school age chíldren

will open in September, L97L. The juníor high grades are not offered at
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Baffin Fiord except through correspondence courses. Eskimo children may

go to the residential school at Churchill, or, commencing September L97L,

to the residential school at Frobisher Bay (see Plate 14). Ho$rever, of

necessÍty Kabloona children must go to school in southern Canada, or, as

often happens when they reach junior high school, the family as a whole

leaves the north or transfers to a large centre where education at a high-

er level Ís offered.

The IndÍan and Northern Health Services (I.N.H.S.) nursing station is

staffed by a regÍstered nurse. Treatment for all but the most serious

medical cases can be attended to locally. The nurse can also obtain advi-ce

from the doctors in Frobisher Bay through Bell Telephone or in emergencíes

via the Police radÍo system. I,'Ihen necessary, charter flights are arranged

to transport emeTgency cases directly to the hospital at Frobisher Bay for

immediate medical attentíon. 0n many occasions the pilots of chartered

aircraft have made medical evacuations in weather conditions in r¡hÍch

visibility lüas reduced to half a mile or less. The nurses do an excellent

job of providing health services for the whole community, but those Kabloona

with young chÍldren are usually concerned that they do not have as ready

access to doctors, hospítals, and specialists as they would have in southern

centres.

Dental care at BaffÍn Tiord i-s limited to extractions only. Generally,

a dentist flies in two or three times a year \^rith a portable chair and drill,

but is usually kept very busy attendÍng to the dental needs of the Eskimo

population. Kabloona are elçpected to have dental work attended to duríng

their vacations in southern Canada, and the dentist is usually reluctant to

do dental \¡Iork on Kabloona r,¡hen this work could have been taken care of in
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the south at vacation time. As a result, Kabloona ¡¿ho require dental work

which cannot wait until vacation time may have to fly out to Frobisher Bay

or perhaps even to Montreal for treatment.

Recreation facilities aË Baffín Fiord are practically non-existent.

Kabloona who have been used to going to ballet, cocktail lounges, night-

c1ubs, beer parlours, footba1l, and hockey games in the south have to fínd

alternative means of filling their leisure time. In the absence of tele-

vision, much more time is spent reading, and the lost art of visíting and

conversation is revived. The community association also sponsors dances

on a regular basÍs, but except for special occasÍons, only single male

Kabloona regularly attend.

Chrístmas and the spring games are conmuníty activities in which

Kabloona and Eskimo participaËe together. The spring games are usually held

in Aprí1 and include foot races, ski-doo races, and traditional Eskimo games.

(See Plate 15). Usually there are also SkÍ-doo or dog team races for the

Kabloona (see Smith L967, for a description of the spring games at Arctic

Bay). ChrÍstmas festívities include a school concert, a feasÈ to which

Kabloona and Eskimo contríbuËe food, and a dance. (see plate 16). Many

Kabloona males take the opportunÍty of travelling \^tith the Eskj-mo on hunt-

ing expeditions. A1so, many Kabloona who remain in the settlement for the

stunrner go fishing, campÍng, or have picnics. The primary recreation for

most Kabloona, particularly the r¡romen, is visiting other Kabloona with whom

Èhey are on good terms. Morning coffee, afLernoon coffee, and social evenÍngs

are the prime social activíties. The occasional dinner party ís a welcome

break (for all but the hostess), for Kabloona r,romen have not even a ham-

burger stand as an alternative to their own cooking.
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In keeping with the need to provide onets ohm entertainment, ner¡r

hobbies are developed and o1d ones assume more importance. Reading

becomes the most popular past-ti-me, although expensive camera equipment,

stereo record and tape sound systems can be found Ín many homes, while a

Ski-doo often sits outside ready for joy-ridi-ng. Those who are so inclined

may make their own beers and wines. Many \¡romen turn to sewíng and exotic

cooking, while of necessity they bake theÍr owrl bread.

Kabloona fínd that their customary means of entertaÍnment are not to

be found in Baffín Fiord, and they must find substitute \^7ays of fí1ling

leisure time. Kabloona generally find that they no longer can be enter-

taÍned, but must make their o\,rn enteïtainment or recreation.

Many Kabloona, especially those who have been living in apartments,

find that the accornmodatÍon supplied by their employers in Baffin Fiord

is more spacious and comfortable than what they were used to ín soulhern

canada. There is, however, a range of Kabloona housÍng from agency to

agency and even within houses belonging to the same agency. The nerrler

government houses are large 3-bedroom homes \,rith f orced air furnaces, \^rater

pressure systems, large windows, and carpeted floors (see plate 17) . The

older government houses which are gradually being converted to other uses

are smaller tü/o and three bedroom homes and, although having pressure systems

and forced air oÍ1 fired furnaces, are not so r¿ell desígned, are cramped. and

somewhat dark (See Plate 18).

The RCMP Corporal and hj-s farnily live in a three-bedroom Atco trailer

unit house brought in in 1968, while the old original staff house is used

for office sPace and accommodation for the single constable. Three Atco

units also are used for the nursing station complex -- one unit forms the
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plate 17

Most newer government design of houses
make Ëhe interior bríght and cheerful,

have large windows which help Èo
particularly in mid-winter.

t"*i,ry"i;:

c
.-:aL,ìÈ:

Plare 18

01der design of houses, besides being cramped are generally very dark inside.
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1íving quarters, another for storage area, and a third makes up the clinic.

The Missionaryts accommodaËíon is much older and less comfortable than

that of any of the other agencies. Although a pressure system for r,vater

has been installed, cooking is still done on an oi1 range and heat is pro-

vided by space heaters. In winter Ëhe floors are very cold and, although

the small r¿indows cuË heat loss, they allow lÍtt1e líght into the interior.

Some of the newer government designs appear palatial in comparison.

The Hudsonrs Bay Company house is a standard design used by the

Company throughout the Arctíc and Ín many of their bush posts. Tested in

IniÍnnipeg winters, the Hudsonts Bay designed house has proved quite saËis-

factory for Arctic v/inter conditíons (See Plate 19). It incorporates an

outside porch to prevent heat loss when entering and exiting, something

which has only been recently added to government designs.

Electric po\,/er Ís expensive (12c/nl hour), so to reduce costs both the

Hudsonrs Bay Company and the Mission do not make as much use of electrical

appliances as do the government and the Police. Oil ranges and space heat-

ers are still used in the Bay and Missíon houses, whí-le electric stoves,

r,¡ashers, dryers, and oil-fired furnaces are standard equÍpment in the newer

government houses and have been put ín as replacements in older designs.

Kabloona housing in general is quíte comfortable but varied. The

Mission and the Hudsonrs Bay are not as well off as the government agencies,

parËicularly with regard to major electrical appliances and luxury furnishings

such as wall to wall carpeting.

Summary

The history of Baffin Fiord, the descrÍption of the settlement, Íts

climate, Ëhe agencies present, cornrnunication and economics, are paralleted
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Plate 19

the Hudsonts Bay Company
which is used throughout

builds for íts employees is a
the bush and the Àrctic.

plate 20

This aerial photo shows that at least in the "
live in a "compound" separate from the larger

old section" of tovm Kabloona
Eskimo settlement.
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in other small ArctÍc communities. In common with these other cornmunÍties,

the Kabloona grouP forms a distinct social enËity within the larger Eskimo

community. (see Plate 20). The Kabloona find themselves in a seLËing

completely differenË to what they had been accustomed to ín southern Canada.

They experience a type of envíronmental deprivation. Kabloona are not

deprived of the basic necessíties of food, shelter and heat, but of their
accustomed choice of entertainment and. of the opportunity of having a wide

choice of indivíduals with whom they can form socíal relationships.

The agencies, and the departments r¿iËhin agencies, esËablished them-

selves at Baffin Ïiord in different time periods, as T have shornrn. Each

newly established agency or department has to some extent taken over the

responsibility for services which had previously been performed by other

agencies or departments. The encroachment on original "territories" by

incomÍng deparËments and agencies, the opposing aims and objectÍves of

Ëhese otganizatÍons, the overlapping areas of responsibility, and the i11-
defÍned boundaries of legitimate authority each contribute a great d.eal

Ëo promoting conflÍct among members of the Kabloona group.



CHAPTER II]

LEVELS OF CONFLICT

"rn a small place lÍke this we have to get arong". This need for

satisfactory interpersonal relatíonships is expressed by many Kabloona ín

small Arctic communÍËies. I^lhy does conf 1ÍcË f requently occur among the

Kabloona in Baffin Fiord and other ArcËic communities? In this chapter I

will discuss how the unique historical development and the present

characteristics of these northern settlernents, as presented in Chapter II,

provide a basis for conflict within the Kabloona group. I will show that

conflj-ct occurs at four levels: inter and intra-agency and inter and intra-

family. r will also give examples of conflict at these levels.

Historical Basis for Conflíct

Prior Ëo the arríval of "D.N.A."3 at Baffin Fíord, the other Kabloona

agencies (The Bay, Mission and PolÍce) had held monopoly positions of power

for a relaËively long period of time. Each of these agencies had rather

wide spheres of influence over the total area occupied by Eskimo bands. At

the same time theír sphere of influence r¡reïe relatively distÍnct; the

MÍssion Ì\ias responsible for the spiritual needs of the Eskimo, the Hudsonts

.)

' Department of Northern Aff airs and National Resources nor¡r knovrn as
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

-39-
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Bay looked after trade, while the Police maintained law and order.

". . but traditíonally this [law enforcement] has been one
of the least significant aspects of the role of the R.C.M.p.
in the Arctic, where they have been administraËors, registrars,
census takers, ambulance operators, allocators of relíef,
mailmen, and rescuers. As other institutions move into the
arear some of these functions are being taken over from the
R. C.M.p. " (Valtee 1967 :100) .

The arrival of the government school teacher in 1961 marked the begin-

ning of a period of change for Baffin FÍord. As a representative of

"D.N.4." the teacher took charge of the administration and implementation

of government policies such as the responsÍbility for administering social

assistance to the Eskimo, which had been done by the R.c.M.p. Havíng

another Kabloona take over an area of responsibility which had been attended

Ëo by the police Ì,ras met r¿ith resentment. Having onets sphere of influence

reduced was made even more unpalatable by Lhe fact that the teacher vras a

complete ne\^icomer to the north, unlike the police, rn:issionary, and trader

who were old ArctÍc hands. Vallee (L967 zLL2) has observed that ofren

"D.N.4." Ís criticized not on a rational basís, b.ut simply because they are

nel¡TComef S .

Às more Kabloona have come into Ëhe seËtlement, more and more poÌ¡/er

has been taken from the police and been assumed by other Kabloona. The

arrival of an administrator meant that the police Trere no longer responsible

for vital statÍstics, family allowances and old age pensions. The establish-

ment of an f..N.H.S. nursing statÍon resulted in the transfer of responsibility

for medical treatment from the police to the regístered nurse. In Baffin

Fiord some of these transfers of authority took place relatively smoothly,

due to the persons involved. In oÈher cases Ëhese transfers created much

ill-rvill and hard feeling among members of the Kabloona group as Vallee (1967 z

101) has shoqm for Baker Lake.
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A secondary erosion of power occurred within the government agency

itself . The teacher \,/as originally the sole governmerit representative.

At one time he l¡tas responsible for payro11, supervisj-on of the mechanic,

the híríng and f íring of Eskj.mo employees, requisitíoni.ng of annual

supplies, and so on. He had to hand over much of his authority to the

administrator when one arrived. The administrator in turn, although he

remains the senior civil servarit in the seËtlement, may find his po\¡rer

reduced when specialists of various kinds take up resídence in the settlement.

For example, a co-op development offícer may take over projects which the

administrator has ínítiated, and begin ne\^t pïogrârures in his own field of

special interest.

Often there ís some sense of relief when one Kabloona takes over

responsibilíty from another. For example, the policeman may be relieved

thaË a trained nurse will be taking care of the health needs of the

community. rt is a great responsibility for a lay person to have to

administer drugs, "give needles", and treat seríous cases of illness. ft

is a responsibilj-ty whích they nay be very pleased to hand over to a trained

medical Person. The teacher who is tryíng to teach school anð in his after

hours administer vrelfare, make up payroll slips, ans\¡Jer the numerous ïequests,

memos and telegraÍunes from headquarters in Frobisher Bay, and supervise the

mechanÍc, mâY be pleased that he Ís only required to teach school. At the

same time, Ëhere is the ambivalent feeling that one who has been doing the

job for so long is now ín a sense being "put on the shelf" with little

thanks. Also there is a natural reluctance to relinquish power and Ehe

fringe benefiËs which ít entails. The policeman no longer knows who is

geËting welfare and how much, the teacher can no longer requisiton what he
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vr¿rnts in the way of supplies and materials, and may no longer have

exclusive use of the government Ski-doo. Vallee (19672LL2) agrees that

these negative feelings associated with a loss of power are no doubt some

of the bases for conflict among members of the Kabloona group.

Leaving the discussíon of the causes of conflict for later chapters,

I would like to discuss certain general princÍples which are applicable t.o

Arctic communÍtíes like Baffin Fiord. I suggest that conflÍct arises at

four general levels which are discussed in the following sectÍons of thÍs

chapter.

Inter-Agency ConflicË

Inter-agency conflÍct generally arises because of the differing aims

and objectives of the Kabloona agencies at Baffin Fiord. Conflict at this

level may involve only two Kabloona agencies, or may be a case of one

against all and all agaÍnst one. For example, the Church is concerned with

the "spíritual well-being of the Eskimo'r. As more and more Kabloona come

into the settlemenË, there are more distractions and diversions which reduce

the Eskimors particípatÍon in church acËivities. Communíty Council meetings,

Housing AssociaËion meetings, and Communíty Association meetings all compete

t¡ith the hlomenrs Àuxilary, VesËry meetings, mid-week prayer meetíngs, choír

practices, and other regular events held by the Chureh. Other Kabloona may

make an efforË Lo brÍng in movies to be shorrm in the settlement and these

are often "8" movies such as wild wesL "shootrem ups". The missionary

becomes concerned abouË what Ímpact thís will have on the morals of "his
peop1e". If the missíonary is also against dancÍng, as has been the case

in some settlements, then he may wj-sh for simpler times r¿hen the Eskimo were
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unspoiled, lived on the land by hunting and trapping, and r¡rere not exposed

to the evils of Kabloona socieÈy. The result in some c.ases ís that the

missionary is against all, and all are agaínst the ruissionary.

The Hudsonts Bay also comes in for critícism from the other Kabloona

agenci-es. The Hudsonts Bay company is a commercial organization and like

all commercial firms is concerned with making a profit, which puts it in

opposition to other Kabloona agencies. The Kabloona of other agencies are

farniliar wÍth the price of goods ín southern Canada, and contend that the

Bay abuses its monopoly position at Baffin Fiord by charging excessively

high prices for store goods. These other agencies tend to overlook that

they too are concerned with making some kind of "profit", whether "profít"

be measured by passing more children to grade five or saving more souls.

Not only do Kabloona of other agencies criticize The Bay for the

príce of the goods which are sËocked in the store, but they are also critical

of many of the items which the store brings in for sale to the Eskimos.

For example, many Kabloona feel that luxury items such as high priced tape

recorders, "gourmettt foods and Honda moËorcycles are expensive and unneces-

sary luxuries, given the Eskirnors lovler earníng poüter. Many Kabloona, and

the nurse in part.icular, resent the large quantities of soft drÍnks and

candy bars which are brought in for sa1e. These items are consumed ín great

quantitíes, partÍcularly by the Eskimo children, with the result that the

incidence of tooth decay is reaching alarmíng proportions. At some settle-

merits, chÍldren of six, seven, or eight years old have had to have al1 their

teeth removed. Such extreme cases as this have not yet occurred at Baffin

Fiord, probably because most of the Eskirno people have moved into the

settlement only in the last five to six years, and príor to thÍs LÍme did not

have as ready access to the soft drinks and candies at the store. In time,
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however, the same problem will 1íke1y occur at Baffin Fíord.

This confrontation between the other Kabloona agencies and the Hudsonts

Bay Co. r^7i11 continue to persisË because of the basíc d.ifference i-n the

aÍms and objectives of "The Bay" as opposed to the other agencies. The

store at Baffin Fiord is there ro make money (Mclean 1849 (1932) 2326).

Whí1e other Kabloona agencies may be concerned with educatÍng the Eskimo,

improving Ëheir health, or seeing to their "spiritual r¡ell-beirg", the

Hudsonfs Bay co. carinot be expected to change its polícy and become a

r¿elfare agency. In fairness to the Hudsonts Bay Co. it shoul-d be mentÍoned

that it has neither exploited the Eskimo to the extent that some companies

might have (given the same monopoly position), nor to the degree that some

hTriters have suggested (e.g., Mowat 1951). The Company has not traded in

liquor to the Eskímo as hras conmon practice during the earlier fur trade

period in Canada and Ëhe UnÍËed States, and in times of extïeme hardship

due to poor hunËing conditions, The Bay has extended crediË and even opened

warehouses in order to administer relief supplies to the Eskímo population

(Personal Communication, P.A.C. Nichols) .

The government is also roundly criticized by the other Kabloona in the

settlement for i-ts policÍes. The school is Ëeaching Eskimo children writing,

English and aríthmetic with the result that Eskirno childrerr are no longer

learning the tradiÈional skills which would enable them to make a living off

the 1and. Low rental housing and the other amenities of settlement 1Íving

which make life more attractive for Ëhe Kabloona Ín the settlement have

aËtracted the Eskimo from camp life to settlement living. These policies,

in the eyes of many Kabloona, have resulted in grave socj-al problems and a

decay of traditional Eskimo society. Self-reliance has been reduced, drínk-
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i-ng is becoming a problem, hunters are no\¡r content to lÍve on welfare or

through the effort of carving, and no longer have the "self-respect" or

"honesty" which they had when they lived by hunting and trapping, or so

many Kabloona would claim. These problems do exist, but their "reasons

for being" are more complex than some Kabloona suggest. Vallee (1967:f16)

found that at Baker Lake many Kabloona there blamed D.N.A. in a similar

fashion for all the ills of "urbanizationil of the Eskimo.

Government involvement in co-operatÍve schemes is viewed with mixed

feelings by the Hudsonrs Bay Co. FÍshing co-operatives, handicraft co-

operatives, and other producer co-operatíves are approved, because i-f they

are successful they result in an influx of capítal into the community.

This capital means that the Eskimo have more money to spend, and this is

usually spent at the lludsonrs Bay Co. store. On the other hand, consumer

co-operatives which might seË up sËores to compete wiËh The Bay are seen

as a government attempt to compete with private enterprise. The Bay has

sucessfully opposed the establishment of consumer co-operat,ives to the

extent that it is government policy that no government employee can be

involved wiËh consumer co-operatives (D.N.A. Polícy Directj-ves).

The governmenË administration of welfare is another area for inter-

agency conflíct. If Ëhe administrator ís liberal with his welfare payuents

he is accused of gÍving hand-outs to the Eskimo, destToying theÍr ÍnÍtiative

and self-relÍance. If he is "tough" about welfare, he will be accused of

letting people "starve", or of being too harsh on people who are really in

need. \^Iolcott (1967:52) discusses the same problem i-n an Indian village.

The administration of welfare does not usually give rÍse to direct conflict

between the adminÍstraËor and other Kabloona groups but it remains a sore
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point which is frequently discussed by other Kabloona when the administrator

is not present. One exceptíon to this general case occurs when the nurse

requests welfare assistance for people whom she belíeves are medically

unfit for hunting or otherwise unable to provide for themselves or their

family. Conflict arises in these cases when Ëhe adminístrator does not

agree rsíth Ëhe nursets assessment of the situation.

Inter-agency conflict is due to the opposed objectives of the Kabloona

agencies at Baffin Fiord. Às long as Ehese aims remain dífferent, the

possíbility of conflict at this level will undoubtedly persist.

Intra-agen!:y Conf lict

For intra-agency conflict to occur requires that there be at least

t\.Io or more Kabloona employed by the same agency. Obviously, where there

is only one missionary as at Baffin Fiord, one would not expect to fj.nd

conflict associated wÍth the Church at this leveI. Although there raay be

a marlager with clerk or clerks and a corporal and a constable within the

Hudson's Bay Co. and the R.C.M. Police, the roles of manager/clerk and

corporal/constable are sufficiently well defined that the possibility of

conflict is lessened within these agencies, although certainly not

eliminated.

Intra-agency conflict is most common within the government organization.

In part this is because the government has more Kabloona employed -- an

administrator, a clerk, five teachers, and a mechanic. BuL it also has its

basis in the differing aims of the departments within the government and

the organizational structure of the departmenL as a whole. The administrator

is Ëhe senior civil servant in the setllement, but as Vallee (7967:102)
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indÍcates, there is some disagreement as to what this means. Ideally he is

responsible for the operaËion of the whole cornmunity. Although he is

expected to instj-tute community development progTammes and perhaps establish

a producers I co-op in the absence of co-op development officers, he is also

in a supervisory capacity. He is responsible for seeing that the mechanic

maintains the equipment, repairs the vehicles, and takes care of other

engineering responsibilities throughout the settlement. He ensures that

the principal holds school regularly, and in theory if not in fact, Ëhat

the nurse attends to coûmunity health and medicine.

Although the successful admj-nistrator does not tell the mechanÍc how

to maintain the diesel por¡rer plant or the vehicles, or tell the teacher

how to ínstruct the children, there are areas of overlap between the govern-

ment departmeriËs which can give ríse to conflict. For example, government

policy says that the vehicles such as SkÍ-doos, Bombardiers, and trucks

are to be maintained by the mechanic for the operation of the settlement,

and for the use of the administrator when he requires these vehÍcles. A

mechanic on the oËher hand uray take the aËËitude Ëhat the Bombardier or

SkÍ-doo are "his" vehicles, and if he is required to maÍntain them Ëhen he

alone is to drive them in order that they will not be damaged through care-

less handling. Sirnilarly, the admÍnisErator has the rÍght to make use of

the school building for any purpose which he sees fit, such as dances, or

public meetÍngs outside of the normal school hours. The principal may

attempt to disallow after-hour use of the school by the administrator or

other groups, part.ícularly if there has been abuse of the school facilities

during these after-hours' activj-ties.

IntTa-agency conflÍct is difficult to avoid, part.icularly within the
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goverrlmerlt agencies, because the mechanic and the teacher in particular

are specialists and do not readily accept as supervisor or "boss" arr

administrator who is not a specialist in theÍr fields. Job descriptions

and administrative authority policies exist (D.N.A. Policy Dírectives).

BuË even if they \¡Iere more widely publicized or distributed Ëhan they are

aË present they would noË eliminate the problem of having a non-specialist

as supervisor.

Inter-family Conflict

Inter-famÍly conflíct is noË confined Ëo Baffin Fiord or any other

Arctic community for that matter. For exarnple, in many communities

neighbours have disagreements over whose child started the fight, or

friendships are strained because one family r¡ras not invited to anotherrs

Party. But at BaffÍn Fiord inter-family conflict can also arÍse because

of conflict at Ëhe Íntra-agency or inter-agency leve1. InËer-family conflict

ís increased because of the plurality of roles oceupied, partícularly by

males of the Kabloona group. During r¡Torking hours the admínistrator and

mechanic occupy the roles of supervisor ("boss") and employee respectively.

Af ter working hours these same r\4ro people ruay be required to occupy roles

of friend or drinking buddy. If the administrator has had to disciplÍne

the mechanic during working hours, it is extremely diffícult for thís to

be set aside so ÈhaË satisfacËory socía1 relationships may be uaintaÍned.

Strained relationships between the two husbands will affect the wives, r¡/ÍLh

the result that socializing between the two families may cease, or at least

be made more dÍffícult.

These observations lead me to suggest a possible hypothesis. Because
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intra-agency conflict can lead to inter-family conflict, Kabloona may form

more stable frÍendships with Kabloona working for other agencies. For

example, the administrator is more 1ike1y to socialize with the Hudsonrs

Bay trader or the policeman than with the mechanic. The Hudsonts Bay

clerk will have the RCMP corporal or perhaps the nurse in his circle of

friends (although there might be other reasons for that association).

From my experience at different communities, I believe that there is good

evidence to support my hypothesis, although there are exceptions; supervisor

and subordinate are sometimes close frÍends. Such variables as the person-

alities of the individuals involved may account for these exceptions, but

the nature of my data does not permit a systematic analysis of psychologÍcal

variables. Although I wíl1 discuss the support for this hypothesis i-n

Chapter VI, it should be noted here that additional evidence from a number

of cormnunities would permit a more rigorous test of the hypothesÍs.

Intra-family Conflict

Conflict between husband and wife is not unknom even in the most

stable marriages, but environmental conditions of Baffín Fiord introduce

other factors whÍch can increase the possibility of inLra-family conflict.

Most male Kabloona are in the Arctj-c because they want to be. Many of their

\^rives are there only because that is where their husbands are employed.

In Baffin Fiord all adult Kabloona males are employed by one or another

of the Kabloona agencies. I^lÍth the exception of one teacher their wj-ves are

not. For the employed Kabloona many of the hours of the day are occupied

by job requirements. Not only does employment occupy time, but most of the

jobs done by the Kabloona are interesting, challenging and of considerable
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variety. During the course of a day, for example, the administrator may

be required to anslfer some correspondence, interview a welfare applicant,

meet the mail plane, and chair a meeting of the community council. The

mechanic rnight have to repaÍr a diesel tractor, service the power plant,

and fíx the oi1 furnace in one of the government houses. In addition to

the variety of tasks associated with a job, there are other benefits to

employment in the north. Pay is good. Generally the demands of the job

are such that work may be done at a leÍsurely pace. Kabloona are to a

considerable extent their own bosses. And instead of having to fight five

o'c.lock traffic to and from work, the office may be a tr^ro minute walk from

home.

The situation is entirely dífferent for Kabloona females r¡ho are not

employed. In the south, Kabloona lüomen complain of being tied fo the

house and the children. rn Baffin Fiord thís becomes even more of a

reality. Even if there \¡/ere some place to go, much of the year the Ì^/eather

would discourage going, particularly Íf there are tvro or three young child-

ren who have to be bundled up before venturing across the doorstep. If

there has been inter-family conflict, morning coffee hours, social evenings,

and other opportunitíes for social interaction wÍth other Kabloona may be

reduced or eliminated. Some Kabloona hTomen add to their problems of how

to keep busy by ernploying Eskimo vlomen as house-keepers and nursemaids.

Having hired help increases the amount of leisure time which must be filled.

A lack of satisfactory outlets can result in boredom, frustration, and

hence increased marital strife. There is also the possibilíty that increased

leisure Ëime may lead to very frequent "coffee klatches". The resultant

high frequency of ínteraction of Kabloona T¡romen who may have little in coÍtmorr
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increases the opportunity for disagreements t.o arise. This in turn suggests

that inËeraction which is too frequent can lead to controversy ultirnately

causing conflict at the inter-family 1evel.

Tn addition, wherever there are children there is much concern for

them. Tf the chíldren play ouËside they could fall Ínto the creek, drown

in the ocean, or wander into the dog U-nes (although at Baffin Fiord they

are more 1ike1y to be run over by a speeding Ski-doo). If oners child is

to become seriously sick, r^rould a plane be able to get them to Ëhe hospítal

in Frobisher Bay in time? lnlhat about the childrenf s education? Ilor^l will

the children learn the ski11s they require j-n a school \^/here much of the

time ís spent teaching Eskimo children to speak English? Concern for the

children can resulË in conflict when T¡romen try to convirice their husbands

that they should leave the north.

Those Kabloona hromen who are employed full or part-time, or become

involved in the community in some way, aïe generally able to cope better

with the conditions of Arctic living. For those Kabloona hromerr ín Baffin

Fiord and other Arctic settlements r¿ho do not have these outlets, life is

not particularly easy. One doctor in Frobisher Bay said thar 65-702 of his

office time was spenË treating neurotic Kabloona hromen (personal communication)

Some of these Teports and physical conditions make inËra-family conflict

more understandable.

Summaty

In this chapter, I have dealt with the four levels at which conflict

appeaTs (inter-agency, intra-agency, inter-famíly and Íntra-fau::ily) and have

given examples to show circumstances in r¿hich conflict can occur. I^Ihile
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similar kinds of conflíct arise j-n communÍties everywhere, it is the

relative isolation of the northern communitÍes, the relatively small size

of the interacting unit, and the plurality of roles occupied by the inter-

acting individuals that makes an analysís of conflict among Kabloona

special . In the chapters that follor,l I will discuss other reasons for

conflict among mernbers of the Kabloona group -- competition for scarce

resources and recíprocity



CHAPTER IV

COMPET]TION FOR SCARCE RESOURCES

At Baffin Fiord some maËería1 and non-material resources are ín short

supply. In certain instances members of the Kabloona group may compete

for access or control of these scarce resources. 0n some occasÍons the

competition is between agencies while on oLher occasions it is within

agencies or between families. Ln cerËain cases the conflict which develops

may be more a result of a struggle for polrer Ehan a case of competition

for a certain scarce resource. I have chosen only a few examples to

illustrate competition for scarce resources. People r,¡ith Àrctic experíence

can no doubt think of many other examples in r^ihich conflict has resulted

from a struggle for control or possession of certain scarce resources.

In Chapters IV and V, I wÍll give examples of conflict by using short.

dialogues. These dialogues are based on actual incidents, but have been

altered slÍghtly in order to make then fit the situation at Baffin Fiord

and disguise the real people involved in the actual incidents. The use

of a dialogue or narrative approach allows the reader to become more a\¡rare

of Arctic living, and enables him to draw his own conclusions from the

incidents described.

The examples of conflict over scarce resources that I give in this

chapter are those involving competition for status items such as Chrj-stmas

-s3-
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trees, the important resource of housing, employment opportuniLies, and

partners for mating and marriage.

The Case of the Christmas Tree

The first dialogue involves Ray, the government administraËor, George, ',

the school principal, the Bay manager, Colin, and John, the Bay clerk.

Davidee is Ëhe Hudsonts Bay Company Eskímo "handyman". 'lnlhere it is not

obvious who j-s speaking the name is in parentheses.

(Cotin) "One thing before I go, Ray, what happened to the Christmas
Tree that was dropped?" ' "'¡ee 

.

(Ray) "I gave it to George so that he could put it up ín the school."

"'Uhuh, well Irll have to see him then. Itts always been tradiËion
that Ëhe tree goes in the Bay house, you knov7."

"Then ítrs abouË time somebody else had a chance, dontt you think?"
t'No, itrs always been put in The Bay house. Besides, vrhen Davidee
and his family come for Christmas dÍnner theyrre going to be pretty
disappointed j-f therets no tree there."
t'Look, that tree !üas dropped as a coutmunity tree, not a Bay tree.
Tn your place the only people that will see it will be you, John and
Davidee and his family on Christmas day. In the school a1l the kids
can enjoy it, and at the dances the adults can see it as r,lell . Any-
way, if itrs going Ëo any private home iË should go to someone who's
got kids. "

"Who Ëhe hell do you think you are to dicËate where the tree goes?rr

"f. live in this community too, and thaË gives me as much say as you.
If you \nrant to nitpíck, it was an RCAF plane that dropped it and
thatts government, and Itm government. Anyway, ,htetve got the tree
and itts going in the school and dontt give me any of that Lraditíon
crap l "

Although unsuccessful in getting the tree from Ray, the Bay men keep

trying. John the Bay clerk calls on Ray the nexË day.
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(Ray) "rf colin sent you over to try and get the tree, just forget
it .tt

(John) "No, r just came by to say that colin and. r wouldnrt be able
to cone to supper on saturday. Besídes, colin r^/ent to see George
this morning and George gave him the tree."

"George gave you the tree? l "

"Yeh, we explained to him about it being Bay tradition. r guess he
figured it \n/asn'Ë worth causing bad feeling over a lÍtt1e thing like
a ChrisËmas tree, so he gave it to us."

Ray is not pleased at George for givÍng up the tree. shortly after,

George calls on Ray.

(George) "R"y, youtve been around longer than r have, what the hell
is this business abouË a Bay tree?'l

"Therets no such thing as a Bay tree, the tree is supposed to be for
the r¿ho1e communiLy and I think Ít should have gone in the school so
the r¡hole community could enjoy it."

"Thatrs what I thought, thatts why I didntt gÍve it to them."

"You didntË gíve it to Èhern? John was jusË around here and. said that
you had given Ëhem the tree."

"No, I didntt, but I almost did. Colin and. he were both around last
night and again this morning pestering the daylights out of me.
Theytve got my wife all upset over the whole business. r wÍsh to
hell they had dropped hatf a dozen trees or none at all. I was about
ready to gÍve it to them just to get then off my back."

"Iniell, Itm sure glad you didntt, George. trrlhen John said you had given
them the tree f could have killed you."

"hÏell, r didntt, buÈ r was sure tempted. ftrr tell you though, therers
sule no pleasure left in that tree for us. All this bloody hassle
over one lousy tree.tt

Although on Baffin Island Christmas trees are ceïtainly a scarce resource,

one might not expect Lhat a Christmas tree would be the cause for conflict.

The preceding incidents indicate, however, that items which are not parti-

cularly scarce or valuable in southern Canada, assume a high value in the

Arctic.
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At Christmas-time many of the Kabloona in Baffin Fiord become more

ar¡7are of , or have a greater feelÍng of, a serrse of isolation. There is

no chance Èo visit with o1d acquaíntances, good friends, or to have

Christmas dinners vlith kin. There is not the excitement of Christmas shop-

ping in stores fílled wíth people. Instead, Ëhere may be concern that the

mail plane may not arrive i-n tíme with the Christmas presents which have

been ordered from mail order houses, or that cards and Christmas letters

from fríends and relatíves in the south may not be on hand for Christmas

day. Conflict which has arisen among meu¡bers of the group also serves to

remind Kabloona that this Christmas wíll somehow be dífferent from Christmas

ín the south. À1so, Baffin Fíord j-s Ín the deprh of the dark period. A

Christmas tree is something which could rnake Christmas seem somewhat more

like Christmas "dohm souËh". It therefore becomes a scarce and desíred

cornmodity.

There is no longer any RCAF airdrop at Christmas, as communications

have nor¿ improved to the exËent that rnail delivery no longer depend.s on

the síng1e Christmas mid-wÍnler airdrop. Christmas trees therefore are

not the source of conflict that they once vrere, although there may be

considerable rush by Kabloona to purchase the linited stock of artificial

trees which The Bay has in stock. And The Bay uanageï can "puË soueonets

name onttone or two of the artificial trees for certain "preferred customerst'.

As with most instances of conflict, there may be more than one reason

for conflÍct arising. AË a deeper level, the conflict is over more serÍous

maËters. fn Ëhe case of the Christmas tree, by directing that the tïee be

placed in the school, the administrator is upsetting the status quo. By

Ëradition the Hudsonrs Bay has always had the tïee. rf the Bay manager
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allows the tree to go up in the school, then everyone, Kabloona and.

Eskimo alÍke' can see that the administrator (i.e., government) has won

this particular round. For the Hudsonts Bay manager Ít is another instance

of the administrator (government) trying to increase his sphere of influ-

ence at the expense of Ëhe other Kabloona agencies at Baffin Fiord, in

this case ín an area where the Bay manager may feel that the government

has no legitimaËe claim to por¡/er. Thus, there is conflict here because of

competition for scarce resources, and also because there is a struggle to

maintain or gain control and to decíde who has the power to dÍstribute or

allocate certain scarce resources.

Of Houses and Things

Although a scarce resource in Baffin Fiord, a Christmas tree is not

an essentj-al for survival. The next "play" records a sÍtuation of intra-

agency conflÍct over the allocation of housíng. The persons Ínvolved are

the government administrator, Ray, the school princÍpal, George, the

government mechanie, Len, and Grace, a single school teacher.

(George) "R"y, somethingrs got Èo be done abouË ouï accommodation."

(Ray) "Inlhy? trrfhatrs Ëhe matËer with the house yourre in?"

"There jusE isntt any room".

"It's a 2-bedroom house, youtve only got one kid. Look at Len, he
has three kÍds in a 2-bedroom. InIe had to make the pantry into a
Lhird bedroom for their gir1. rf anyone needs a bigger house, he
does .tt

"Yeah, buÈ itrs not jusË the sLze. That place of ours is up on
those wooden piles so hígh that the wind roars underneath. The
linoleum is so cold the kid cantt play on the floor. Therets no
closet or storage space for any of our things, and the laundry ïoom
Ís so crowded wiËh the furnac.e and water tank that the wif e cant t
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move once the laundry tubs are in place. And that furnace blows
the heat out at ceiling height. Youtre \,rarm enough if you stand on
a chair. Sure, Lenrs got a two-bedroom, but with the baseboard heat-
íng and broadloom the place is warm. HÍs rooms are bígger too, and
with the storage space. Besides, he knovrs he wÍl1 be moving into
that new three-bedroom when itrs finished."

"In]ell, look George, I can't help ít if youtve got an older house,
itts still pretty good accommodation for the rent youtre paying.
Besides, therers nothing else available."

"inlhat about the three-bedroom on the hill? yourve got one single
girl there. You mean to Lell me she needs three bedroous and rrm
supposed to stay where I am?"

"Thatrs only temporary. rr11 be moving her out soon. rtm holding
that house for the new clerk who's supposed to be here around the new
year. tt

"come on novr, youtve been promised a clerk for the last six months
and hets never arrived. Yourre hold.Íng the house for someone who
night not arríve for another year? How about looking after the
people that are here now? why cantt the new clerk use the house rrm
ín now, and Ir11 take the three-bedroom?"

"But rre donf t know how big a family the clerk has. I^Ihat if hets gor
three or four kids?"

"Damn it, you dontt even know if hets coming, vrhat if he doesntt have
any kids? Are you still going to give him the three-bedroom house?
You said yourself Len needs more space, why dontt you move Len into
the three-bedroom on the hill and I can move into his old tr¿o-bedroom.
You can put Grace into my o1d house and r¡hen that clerk comes, Íf he
ever does, he can go into the new three-bedroom. rtts sure to be
finished in the next couple of months and would be ready ín time."

"No, that wouldnrt work. Len and his wífe are looking forward to
moving into that suspend.ed basement.4 rtfs got three bedrooms and
that big play area underneath. Len has been crowded for so long that
hers willÍng to wait a month or tvio until the suspended basement is
completed. "

"lnlell , íf my house is so great, vrhy don't you move Ínto it and let me
move into yourts?"

"No, Ëhat wouldntt do, as administrator r need a bíg house because
when all these visitÍng firemen come to the settlement f have to put

4 A particular design of government house. See plate 21.
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them up, and f canft have them sleepÍng in a laundry room. Look,
if you can wait a couple of months \¡re carr fix this up. you saídthat Lents house was better than the one youtre ín now, when Len
goes to the suspended basemenË you can move into his two-bedroom.
rr11 move Grace from the three-bedroom on the hill into your house
and thaË r¡ill still leave it open for the clerk when he comes."

"Okay, rr11 buy that, but r want that pantry changed back into a
food storage room. r don'Ë want my food scattered all over the
house.tt

"Okay, wêtl1 do it that way, and if the budget allows it maybe we
can even get the interior painted for you."

Not only can the house itself be a scarce resource. Conflict can

also occur over the distribution of furníture, carpets, and major appliances

such as stoves and deep freezes. For example, oil-fired cook stoves r¡rere

standard equipment in the first government houses, but Èhe newer ones are

equípped with electrie ranges. The older oil-fired cook stoves are.being

replaced by electric stoves, but. iL is easy to imagíne the problems which

can arÍse when three electrÍc stoves arrive on sealift and there are five
people who want them.

Inter-agency conflict does not usually result from competition for

housing. Although the Kabloona mÍssionary or The Bay manager may be

envíous of the Sovernment personnel with their larger, beËter furnished, and

more comfortable homes, they do not expecË the ad.minÍstïator to provide

them with better housíng. However, when the Bishop pays his annual visit
to Baffin Fiord, the rn:issíonary may request rugs for the cold floor or a

\'üater pressure system for Ëhe kitchen. Similarly, the Hudsonts Bay manager

utight request an electric stove for his house from his superior (although he

will probably be turned down because electri-c stoves requÍre "too much

expensive electrícal power"). rntra-agency conflict over housing is a

connon occurrence' particularly among the government Kabloona. This is not
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so much because any of the housing is not 1ivab1e, but because at Baffín

FÍord there is quite a variety of housing available to the government

Kabloona employees. The "poorest" house is 1ike1y to be far less spacÍous

and comfortable than the "bestt' government house. Therefoïe there Ís

considerable opportunity for invídÍous eomparison and for conflict to aïÍse

as the government employees coupete for the best, most comfortable housing

available in the settlement. If all government housing was identical, oï

aË least of a simílar age, roughly equal in size, similarly furnished and

equípped with major appliances, the conflict over housing would be far less

likely to occur.

The differences in the types of government houses available to the

Kabloona employees is a result of Ëhe way in which the comrnunity has

developed (See Chapter III). The government has used a nr:mber of different

types of housing in Baffin Fiord. The fírst teacherf s house.r^ras one of the

first designs, and was intended to províde adequaËe housing in a mÍnimum of

floor sPace. (See Plate 18). ThÍs fÍrst house has small r¿indows and ís

somewhat dark and gloomy on the Ínteríor. The heating system has the air

vents at ceiling height with the result that floors are quite co1d. Also

there is a limÍted amount of floor space and all the rooms are relatively

small. Each new model of house has been an improvement over the preceding

one as mistakes and poor engineering designs have been corrected, based on

the experience l,rith the prevíous plan of home. As the Kabloona establish-

ment at BaffÍn Fiord greÌr, the increased requirements for housir¡g l,rere net

by building whatever type of house üias current that yeaï. This has resulted

in a variety of different models of houses at Baffin Fiord. The cuïrent

design of house is one which has remained unchanged since Ít was introduced
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tn 1966/67. This is a plan referred. to as a suspend.ed basement, three-

bedroom house (see plate 2r). rn Ëhis design the ground floor level
contains the entrance, furnace room, laundry room and storage area. up_

stairs are three bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom, d.ining area, and 1íving ïoom.

There is even a small outside patío off the dÍnÍng area. These houses are

quite spacious, well designed and comfortable. They are palatial compared

to the first teacherrs house.

Government polÍcy for the allocatÍon of housing in Baffin Fiord is
also responsible for conflict. Each separate government department such

as education, adminístration, and engineering allocates fund.s from their
budget to cover the materíal and constructíon costs of housÍng for ËheÍr

employees. Thus there are houses which have been paid for by the different
government deparËments. However, the allocation of the housíng in BaffÍn
Fiord is the responsíbility of the administrator. He is supposed to decide

who gets what house on the basis of need, i.€., the family wÍth several

children ideally would be given a larger house than a husband and wife or

a single person. The result often is that the mechanic may be living in a

house which was paÍd for by the education deparËment and the teacher may

be living in a house which was origína11y builr by adminisËration for a

c1erk. If all housíng !üas of the same standard this would not create

problems, but if a teacher is dissatísfÍed with his housing and knows that

a mechanÍc or administrator is living in a house which was pai-d for by

education, then conflict is almost ceïtain to result.

Conflict at the loca1 1evel is difficult to resolve because it remains

unresolved at the regional 1eve1 of adminÍstration. The superintendent of

schools' anong other thÍngs, is concerned with keeping the morale of his
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teachers at a high level. Siur-ilarly, the regional engineer hopes to keep

his mechanics happy. If a teacher at Baffin Fiord is not conËent r¡rith his

housing, and an "education house" is occupied by a mechanic, administrator,

clerk' etc., then the superintendent of schools may try at the regional

level to have the housing arrangement changed so that the teacher is

occupying the "education house". The regional engineer or the regional

administrator would count.er that there is no such thing as ari "education

house" and that allocation of housÍng ís based on need, to be decided by

the administrator in the settlement. Al1 antagonists (or partíes) concerned

work "both sides of the fence" by clairning that "housing should be allocated

by need" ' or that "houses belong to the department which paid for them"

and should be occupied by thei-r employees, whÍchever argument suits their

ends at that particular tÍme. Conflict among government employees over

housíng at Baffin Fíord is slowly being resolved, as older houses are

"brought up to standard, by the additÍon of wa1l Ëo wa1l carpeting, major

appliances, and improved heating sysËems. A1so, as ne\Á7 housing catches up

to the existing need, older houses can be "phased ouL" and used for other

purposes such as transient "hotels" and office space.

The importance of housíng as a factor contributing to conflíct cannot

be overestimated. This is particularly so because the Kabloona T¡/omen spend

the majority of their time inside their or,rrn homes. If a r¡roman j-s confined

to a house r¿hich she feels to be substandard, cold, or gloomy, then this is

1ikely to have a profound effect on her morale. If the wives are unhappy,

then intra-fami-ly conflict is far more likely to occur.

Status considerations are also ínvolved in the competition for housing.

The administrator may feel that because he is the seníor civil servant in
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Baffin Fiord, he should have the privilege of

than the mechanic, the clerk, or the teachers.

principal may hold the vie¡,r that his position

than the teachers under him or other Kabloona

positions.

living in a "better" house

Sími1ar1y, the school

entitles hím to better housing

who occupy less prestigíous

Scarcity of Females

Although not so rare at Baffin Fíord as on Dewline sites and military

bases, feraales are a scarce resource for which there may be competition.

The rnajority of Kabloona males at Baffin Fiord are marïied, and therefore

not concerned about the availabiliËy of single females, but the Bay clerk

and the RCMP constable are always single males, and usually there are t\4ro

or three other single Kabloona males employed by one or another of the

agencies at Baffin Fiord. These single males are usually in the 18-25 year

age bracket, an age group which in southern Canada would normally be spend-

ing a considerable amount of time wíth single members of the opposite sex.

These single Kabloona must compete for the three or four single school

teachers or nurses, or the eligíble Eskimo girls in the cournunity. There

are, however, difficulties connected wíth attempting to draw on the Eskimo

community for eligíble females. Àlthough the age of marriage of Eskimo

females is rising, there are sËil1 relaËively few unmarried Eskíuro females

above the age of 20 and, of course, some of the unmarried Eskirno females

are already engaged to Eskimo ma1es. Differerrces of language, culËure, and

education between Kabloona and Eskirno also restrict the number of females

desirable to the single Kabloona ma1es. The degree of accultuïation of

single Eskimo girls may be unimporËant for those Kabloona male who are
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looking for sexual partners only, but for mate selectíon the more

acculturated the female the more sought after she is 1ikely to be. rt

should be noted here that those Eskimo girls who have been to school

"outside" and are therefore more acculturated, are like1y to remain un-

married longer, because they do not vrant to marry Eskimo hunters; they may

hope to marry Kabloona ma1es.

tr^Ihile there may be conflict ¿rmong males as a result of competition

for the few available single females, there is more 1ikely to be conflict

with married Kabloona, particularly the missionary, because of the Kabloona

grouPrs attitude towards "screwing around r¡lith the Eskimo girls" (see

Vallee 19672105). This ís not Ëo say that marrÍage between Kabloona males

and EskÍmo females does not occur. On the contrary, these mixed marriages

are becomÍng more common at Baffin Fiord and elsewhere in the Arctic, a

trend which vallee (L967) noriced as early as 1960. vallee has also

indicated that the majority of Kabloona do not have negative feelings toward

Ínter-racial marríage, and interact with 'rmixed" couples as r¿ith Kabloona/

Kabloona marriages. However, duríng the courting stages there is likely to

be considerable discussion and anxiety until iË can be decíded that the

single Kabloonats intentions are "honourable". Graburn (Lg6g:lB4) has

shown that the Hudsonrs Bay Company had regulations designed to prevent its

employees from having "improper" relations with Eskimo females, and oËher

agencies have had similar policí-es. InfracËions of the rules could result

in transfers or dismissals. These rules \¡Iere not always strictly enforced

by the agencÍes concerned, but in some cases acted as negative sanctíons

againsË inter-racial sexual relations and/or marriage.

There have been occasional instances where the lack of single females
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has resulted in single Kabloona having affairs with married Kabloona

\À/omen. In a small communÍty 1íke Baffin Fiord, such affairs cannot be

kept secret for very long. No cornÐent need be made on the conflict r¿hich

can arise out of these sítuations. Even long after the parties concerned

have left Ëhe settlement (which they almost of necessity narst do) the

"scandal" remains a topic of conversation. Separation or divorce is often

the result.

Those who are rnarried are not usually concerned about the availability

of either Kabloona or Eskiuo single females. For the single male Kabloona

in the settlement, however, the availability of marriage or mating partners

Ís of some interest. The usual sítuation is one vthere single Kabloona

males outnumber the females. The threat of negative sanctions from the

Kabloona agencies and the members of the Kabloona group in some cases

lirnits interaction with Eskimo females. The differences in language and

culture can also linit the interaction of Kabloona male and. Eskimo female,

particularly where the male is seeking a marriage parËner. The small size

of the cormnunity makes it rather hazardous for Kabloona males to attempt

to have relatíons wiËh married women. There is the possibility of rivalry

and conflict arising among Kabloona males competing for the same feuales,

but conflict is more likely between Ëhe Kabloona group as a whole and those

Kabloona males vrho are thought to be "raking ad.vantage" of the local gír1s.

The RÍght to Iniork

Jobs are another scarce resource over r,rhi-ch there may be competition

and conflict. All niale and single female Kabloona have a high lÍkelihood

of being permanently employed; the jobs for which there is competition aïe
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full-time or part-Ëime posítions which can be held by the wives of the

Kabloona in Baffin Fiord. There is competítÍon among the Kabloona üromen

and/ot the Kabloona men on behalf of their ürives for these positions because

it is an opportuniËy to earn extra money, and more Ímportantly, it is a

means of fillÍng time. As I have indicated in Chapter III, part-tÍme work

or j-nvolvement in the communiËy can contribute to the Kabloona females

making an adjustmerit to setËlement living.

The position c.if Bell Telephone operator j-s one of the jobs which is
usually performed by a Kabloona female. I¡Ihen the Be11 radio telephone

system r^ras firsË installed, the RCMp corporal's wife Ëook on the job as

operator. As a result the Bell radio equipment was installed in the RCMp

dwelling. Because the Bell Cornpany is reluctant. to move the equipment

from place Ëo place (which is understandable) the position of telephone

operator has become almost an inherited position. Each time there has been

a change in Police staff, the ne\rr corporalts wife has taken over the job

from the one who has left. Because of the relative permanency of the radio

installation, ít is extremely difficult for other Kabloona r,romen to compete

successfully for the position of telephone operator. rt is just as dif-

fÍcult for the RGI{P wife to get out of beÍng the telephone operator if she

is reluctant to do the job. Besides the monthly wage paÍd for this part-

time position, there are fringe benefits to be deríved from being telephone

operator. Both sides of the conversation of a1l incoming and outgoing

telephone calls can be overheard. Since the radÍos may be left on contin-

uously' conversations r¡iËh other settlements can also be heard.. And in the

Arctic information, rre\¡rs, and gossíp ís a valuable commodity.

Nordaír employs a part-time agent in Baffin Fiord. Duties consist of
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making up bí1ls for freight and passenger 1ists, \¡rork that can be performed.

in the home. rt Ís therefore a position which can easily be held by

Kabloona vlomen. I^Ifren necessary, the husband of the Nordair agent can look

after the refueling of aircraft. Unlike the posi-tion of telephone operator

which has been kepE i-n the RCMp "lineage", Ëhe Nordair agentrs job can be

"up for grabs" when the agent leaves Baffin Fiord. Again there are fringe

benefits associated r¡ith the position. The pilots will sometimes bring

fresh foods for the agent, at no charge or for reduced freight rates. Air

freight is sometimes carried free and there is the occasional "free rid.e"

when there is a return f1íght to a neaïby settlement.

Although the post office has always been operated by the RCMp corporal

and constable there is a possibilÍËy Ëhat in the future someone else will

be given the job as postmasËeï. The rnajority of Baffin Fiord l(abloona and.

Eskimo are in favour of someone other than the RCMP operating the post

offíce, because at this time there is some dÍssatisfaction with this

service. trnle can exPect that there will be competition for the job of post-

master when it becomes available.

The Hudsonrs Bay Company sometimes híres exËra help for the store.

There is not Ëhe competition for jobs with Ëhe Hud.sonf s Bay that there is

for some of the oËher positions available to Kabloona Ìtomen. This is

because the work cannot be done in the home and therefore may require baby

sitters. rn addition, The Bay does not pay, as high wages as some of the

other agencJ-es.

Besides being the major employer of Kabloona and Eskimo males in

Baffin Fiord, the government is also the principal employer for part-time

or short-term contract positions for which Kabloona female can compeEe.
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some of these jobs are: substitute teaching in the school, part-tine

stenographic work for the adminístrator, and cond.ucting adult educatÍon

courses such as home-making, cooking, and sewíng. Although some of these

positíons require specÍ-alized skills (e.g., substitute teaching and typíng)

and therefore eliminate competition, others requÍ-re no special skills and

may be sought after by a nuurber of Kabloona r¡romen in the settlement.

In the past there has been competition and therefore conflict among

Kabloona females for the few part-time and short-term jobs which are

available, but the nature of this conflict is changing. some of these

part-time and contract jobs such as clerkíng ín the Bay or being the

telephone operator oï postmaster) are positions which require a knowledge

of English but no speeÍalized training or skílls. Some of the Kabloona,

particularly the teachers and the administrator, are suggesting that many

of the jobs which are held by the wíves of employed Kabloona could just as

well be performed by some of the young educated. Eskimo, male and female.

This is particularly so sínce many of these trained Eskimo have dÍfficulty

finding employment in Baffin f'íord, and the husbands of the Kabloona females

who are working part-time already hold jobs which provide a considerable

Íncome. A new aspect to the conflict over part-tj-me employment is d.eveloping

among the Kabloona, not because some Kabloona do not have the part-time

employment and others have, but because some Kabloona would. like to see

Eskimo occupying the positíons held by Kabloona \¡romerr in the settlement.

Summary

These examples indicate some

Ís competition åmong the Kabloona

the scarce resources for whi-ch there

Baffin Fiord. Competition for these

of

of
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resources can in turn result in conflict between agencies, among Kabloona

of the same agencÍes, and of course among the different Kabloona famílies

at Baffin Fiord. In some cases this conflict arÍses because the resources

themselves are sufficiently valued that Kabloona actively compete to pos-

sess them. In other cases such as the Chrj-stmas tree, the conflict ís
really a resulË of a struggle for power. Also, there is conflict because

the Kabloona at Baffin Fiord do not have a consensus as to who can

legítimately wield Po\¡ter and control and distribute certain scarce resources.

It is Ínteresting to note here that the administrator ideally holds

a position somewhat lÍke a chieftain of Polynesia, but ín practice hÍs

behaviour must be more akin to the "big man" in Melanesia ( 5see Sahlins

1963). Like the Polynesian chiefs, the adminÍstraËor ,,inherits,' a ro1e.

Power Ís a property assoclates wÍth the ro1e, not the role holder. Ideally,

the administrator does not need to rrgather followers" the \¡Iay a MelanesÍan

"big man" does. His status Ís ascrÍbed and in thÍs ïespect his posítion is

like the Polynesian chief. The government structure assumes the 'iideal";
the role of administrator will be respected, and that the ad.ministrator

will be "obeyed" by the other government employees because he occupies a

role which has legitímate authourity.

5 s"hlirr" contrasts "chieftains" of polynesia with ,,big men,, of ì4elanesÍa.
Polynesian chiefs have power because they ínherit the ro1e. They haveascribed status. They are obeyed as long as they do not go too far
beyond the lirniËs of chiefly behaviour, and as long as thãy fulfÍll theiïobligations such as redistributing wealth and food. the "Lig men" of
melanesia hold no inherited position of authority, (except tñat as inour society the sons-_of "big men" may have advant.ages which may permit
them also to become "big men"). "Big men" must gàin support by gathering
followers who will support. them in the economic and political spheres.This support can be withdrawn at anytime, so that "blg men" must con-
Èinua11y use their skí11 and resources (economic and politÍcal) tomaintain their position.
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In fact, however, at the 1oca1 1eve1 the "actual" does not correspond

to the "Ídeal". All governmerrt employees do not al¡rays "obey" the admin-

istrator as I have shovm. I believe that it is at the loca1 leve1 that

the administrator must be a "bíg man" rather than a t'chieft'. Not al1 the

government employees (and certainly not all the Kabloona of other agencies)

acknowledge that the administrator has legitimate pohrer, so it is to the

administratorts advantage to develop a gïoup of "followers" by beÍng a

"good" administrator (big man). Whether the Kabloona (and EskÍmo) see the

adminÍstrator as being t'good" or t'badt' depends to some degree on how he

distributes the scarce resources over which he has control. On the one

hand, Íf he retains exclusive use of the Bombardier for hÍmself or his

close friends (kinsmen), if he lives in the best house and keeps the ner¿

fu:cniture for himself (and for the Eskimo, Íf he is strict with welfare),

he will probably be considered a "bad" administrator (big man).

If on the other hand he allows other Kabloona to use the Bombard.ier,

have lumber and nails, or some of the new furniture, carpets, and other

such things whÍch come Ínto the settlement (and is easy on welfare), then

he will probably be viewed as a "good" administrator and he will gai_n

t'followers", becâuse givÍng "giftst' places oblígations on the receÍver of

a gift to return a favour. This "retuïn of favourstt or t'reciprocity" is

the subject of my next chapter.



CHAPTER V

RECIPROCITY

"Balanced reciprocity is the classic vehÍcle of peace and alliance

contracts, substance-as-symbol of the transformation from separate to

harmonious interests" (Sahlíns L9652L75). Among the Kabloona at Baffin

Fíord this certaínly holds true (Val1ee L967:106). But the converse of

this statement also holds in that negative recíprocíty as defined by Sahlins

(1965) leads Ëo conflict and the breakdor,,rn of harmonious interpersonal

relationships. rn thís chapter r intend to show how reciprocity can

affect the state of interpersonal relatÍonshÍps among Kabloona.

Although vre may often think of reciprocity in association with ex-

change of goods 
' among the Kabloona of Baffin Fiord reciprocity is an

exchange of favours, noE necessarily material goods. Normally this

exchange of favours is balanced; rrrhen one Kabloona does a favour for another,

, 
it is expected that some tíme in the future the "giveï" will in turn

receive. For reciprocity to exist does not require Ëhat one favour be re-

turned by a sirnilar favour. For example, Ëhe Hudsonrs Bay manageï may

require a parË for hís stove. The paït can be obtained from the south, but

delivery would require Ëhree or four weeks. The government has Ëhe requÍred

part in their stores, and the adminístrator gives the part to The Bay manager

on the understanding that when the replacement paït from the souËh comes ín

it will be returned. Some tíme later The Bay manager may invite the admin-

-7 2-
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Ístrator and his wife for a meal. Afterward there may be a social evening

to which a nurnber of other Kabloona are invíted. In this way, there has

been a reciprocal exchange -- material goods for companionship.

Conflict develops when Kabloona do not "p1ay the game", The Kabloona

keep a rough kÍnd of "score", and if one of the Kabloona is always doing

favours for anoËher with no favour being given ín return, then balanced

reciprocity becomes negative reciprocity. Conflict results and/or the

Kabloona who Ís "wronged" will cease to do favours for those Kabloona who

do not reciprocaËe.

There are difficulties for the social scientíst in dealing with

reciprocity because balanced and negative reciproci.ty cannoË be viewed as

entÍties. They are part of a contínuum ranging from generalized reciprocity

to negative reciprocity as Sahlins (1965) has shovrn. One problem is to

determine what constitutes "equívalence". What imbalance between ,what nA"

gÍves to ttBtt and rnrhat ttA" receives from ttBtt with t'Att tolerate before

balanced reciprocity becomes negative reciprocity? The Kabloona may have

difficulty evaluating what constÍtutes equivalence in the exchange of goods

or services (includíng favours). For example, two Kabloona may do favours

for each other, but because of their diverse backgrounds and different

value systems have different ideas as to what constÍtutes equivalence.

Kabloona "4" on the one hand believes that he has done more foï "8" than "8"

has done for him, and the disparÍty is greater than can be tolerated. "B',

on the other hand believes that the favours which he has done for "4" have

been suffj-cj-ent repayment. Not only do different Kabloona hold different

vÍews as to what consËitutes equÍvalence but the same Kabloona may change

his definition of equivalence for diffeïent I'trading partners". For inst.ance,
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because the míssÍonary ís not so well paid, has a pooreï standard of housing,

and has a respected status position in the communÍty, he is not usually

expected to retuTn favours to the same degree that other Kabloona are.

Two short "plays" fo11ow. These plays illustrate how a change in the

nature of reciprocity leads to conflict. They also serve to illustrate how

some of the Kabloona judge what constitutes equívalence in reciprocal

relationships. In the first play the persons involved are the government

administrator, Ray, a school principal, George, the mechanic, Len, and Leon,

the RCMP corporal.

The Missing Letters

(George) "Hi, Ray. Much mail come on the plane?"

(Ray) "Yeah, pretty fair load, there wåsntt too much freight so they
r,rere able to clean up the backlog."

"Leon say when he would be flnished sorting it?'t

"No, and r dÍdn't bother to ask. The prane dÍdntt get in till 3:30
so we didnft get it moved down to the detachment until after 4:00.
The post officers hours are 4:00 to 5:00. trnle probably wonrt get it
til1 Monday no\nr,"

"Think I should phone and ask?"

"can if you 1ike, but it probably wontt do much good. usually when
people call about it, he gets his back up and bitches about people
pestering him for the mail."

"That son-of-a-bitch, we waít two weeks for the mail to come and then
when it gets here we have to \^rait untj-1 post offÍce hours to get our
stuff. And what really pisses me off is that he gets his ovm maÍl
right al¡Iay. Remember about a month ago when the mail came in too late
to be sorÈed and we had to wait till the next day to get it? Iniell,
that morning i-n school before we had our mail hÍs kid was saying how
he'd got a birthday gift from his Grandma.

ttl'rIell , at least itts not a long week-end or \¡refd have to wait till
Tuesday, Is that the truck out front?tl

"Yeah, and Lenrs coming in.r'



(Len) "hi , Ray,

(nay) "No\,/, no\,r,
justice, and the

"Damn it, we help hÍm out plenty.
furnace or his plunrbing he expects
inle even use out truck to carry the
him. "
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George, you know what that bastardts done nour?"

Len, is that any T¡ray Èo refer to our guardian of
custodian of the Queents Royal Mail?"

"r can think of plenty \¡rorse names for him about now. r phoned to
see if the mail would be sorted today and the offícíous bastard. saíd.
they wouldnrt be finished sorting until after 5:00 so we would have
to waít till post offÍce hours on Monday for pick-upl"

(nay) "inlell, you cantt e)<pect them to work overtime, they need a rest
too you know.tt

"Horsets ass they do, \nre donrt get a maíl plane for two weeks and now
we have to wait over the week-end wíth it sitting right down at the
other end of the settlement? sure, the c.o.D. fs could wait till
Monday, but r¡ould it hurt him to open up for half an hour so \^re could
at least get the first class stuff?"

(Ray) "Leonrs been pretty busy you know, fighting crime, ar1 these bank
robberies the last week."

Any time he has tTouble \dith his
us to come running day or night.
mail down to the detachment for

(Ray) "But Len: you have to help each other out up north."

"Right, but damn it, itts got to go both ways!"

The arrival of the mail plane is a great event in Baffin Fiord for

Eskimo as well as Kabloona. It is more important to the Kabloona, because

mail i-s the prime means of keeping in touch wÍth friends and relatives
ttoutsider" and as such is an important morale

community is affected by not getting the mail

booster. Although the whole

, the admínistTator and mechanic

because the policeman, insteadin particular

of maintaíning

reciprocity to

the future the

or assistance

have been offended in this case

balanced recÍprocity, has caused a change from balanced

a negatíve recÍprocíty situatíon. The result is that in

polÍceman may find ít extremety difficult to receive favours

from the mechanic or the adminj-strator. The only way in which
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the conflict can be resolved and the only way in which a semblance of

balanced reciprocity can be restored ís for the policeman to t'make amends"

in some manrler. He may do this by giving a party (provided relations are

not so straíned that no one would be willing to come), by suddenly becoming

more co-oPerative, or perhaps not pressing charges for some minor infractÍon

of the law such as a hunting offence.

An unfortunate side effect of this type of conflict involving atl

against one is that the wife of the "offender" is damned by associatÍon,

t¿Íth the result that she becomes excluded from the social interaction of

the Kabloona group, not through any fault of her oum, but solely because

of her husbandfs actions.

The ones who came to Dinner

This next "play" involves the school príncipal, George, his wife, and

Fred and Joan, who are both teachers.

(Georgers wife) "George, should we ask Fred and Joan for supper
Saturday?'t

(George) ",[nlell , I dontt knor¿. It means a 1ot of work for you."

"r have to cook any$/ay, and t'¡ro more doesntt make rnuch diffeïence."

"r know that, but you go Èo a 1ot more tïouble than when it's just for
us. Besides, llhen was the last time they ever invited us for supper,
or even over for a drink?"
t'trnle were there for coffee two weeks ago after the movie."

"Yeah, but that was only because Ray pract,ically twisted their arms,
and they couldnrË get out of it very well."

"trn7e11, if we dontt have them, what are \¡/e going to do? sit around and
play crib again?"

"Damn it' itts about time they cooked you a meall lnletve had them over
a lot and theytve never once ínvíted us for a mea1. Donrt they think



yourd like
ask us for
bottle and
because he
neither of
else has .tt
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a break once in a while too? And when we drop in or they
coffee Fredrs always just run out of booze or hets got a
hasntt a drop of mix in the house, which is fine for hÍm
takes vrater. And he never has anything but Scotch whÍch
us 1ike, but he sure laps up rye, or rum or whatever anyone

"But rrre always have a nice evening wíth them. And thatts a 1ot better
than doing nothing on a saturday night. After all, r. dontt get to see
many people through the week líke you do."

"Yeah, r know, rtm sorry, but r get kind of mad when ítts always you
who has to do all the entertaining. r just think itts about time they
had us over for a change. Theyrre both working so they could sure
afford to give us a meal."

"well, perhaps thatts part of the reason. you dontt feel like enter-
taining after working all day. And weekends Joan has to do her
housework.tt

ttsure, sure, I dontt expect
could have had us over once
it, Taima6. No more meals

tit for tat, but in all this time they
any\,,iay. trle r 11 have them over but that I s

untÍ1 they have us for something."

rn thís case, reciprocity has failed, not because there has been no

returrl of material goods (food and drink), although this Ís ín part a factor,

but because the social gesture of a prepared meal and an evening "out of

the house" has not been extended. Although conflÍct may not result,

certainly there will be a lessening of the frequency of social

bet¡.reen the Kabloona involved. Because of the need for a break

"4" may welcome people dropping in and invite people

treating them very hospitably. He therefore becomes

monoLony, and the need to socialize with other Kabloona, Kabloona may continue

to give their defaultÍng "trading partner" one more chance, even though they

feel they are beíng taken advantage of.

The converse of this situation can also occur. That ís, Kabloona

ínteractÍon

from

to his home, always

a centre of entertaÍn-

6 ,"kr*o for "finished"
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ment for the Kabloona grouP and his house becomes the place which people

always visit. As a result, he acquÍres prestl-ge, and because he regularly

has company he feels no need to visÍt other Kabloona in their homes. In

time, some of the other Kabloona may feel that there has been a breakdown

in reciprocity j-n that they always have to visit "4", while "4" never makes

any effort to visit them in their homes, and in fact may go so far as to
turn down invitations to social evenings in the homes of other Kabloona.

An alternate ínterpretation is that tension may be created because

the other Kabloona may feel that they are in debt to "A" and are unable

to discharge these debts or obligatíons because they are prevented from

doing so by "4" refusing to return a vísj_t.

In cases where one Kabloona continually plays the role of "host'r the

Lension or conflict which is felt by the oËher Kabloona is probably due

to both factors; they feel that there is not a balanced reciprocity siËua-

tion because "4" will not Teturn their visÍts, and furthermore, because

they are unable to repay "4" for his hospitality they continue to feel an

obligation to him.

Generalized Reciprocity

Although balanced and negative reciprocÍty are the moïe comïnon type of

"exchanges" in Baffin Fiord, a third type of reciprocal exchange does

occasÍonally occur. Thís type of exchange is what Sahlins (1965) refers

to as generalized recj-procíty. Generalized recÍprocí.ty is at the opposite

end of the continuum to negaËive reciprocíly. It tends tor¿ards the ideal

of a "free gift'r for which "repayment" is not expected. sahlins (1965:r52)

suggests that generalízed reciprocity is usually associated with kin ties.
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PLate 22

The visíts of impoïtanË officials
for the local administratoï. Not
deciding who will siË at the head

and dignitaries, often cïeates problems
the least of these problems may be
table.
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At Baffin Fiord kj-n relationshíps are rare among the Kabloona. Generalized

reciprocíty cuts across kin groups.T

At Baffin Fiord generalized recÍprocity occurs when special evenËs,

emergencies or disasters Ínvolve one or more of the Kabloona group. For

example, if the Príme MÍnister or the Governor General or some other

equally high placed government offícia1 is due to vísit the sett1ement, the

adminÍstrator is responsible for arranging entertainment, a receptÍon, an¿

other actÍvities connected with the visit. Hor¡rever, many of the Kabloona

group are likely to co-operate and assisË \^rith the preparatÍon of meals

and the accommodation of the visiting dignitarÍes. This co-operation occurs

despite prior conflict and despite the fact that the administrator will get

the major rrcredit" if things go well (of course he may also be held respon-

sible by his superÍors if things go wrong). rn cases where a large party

is vísiting, the adminÍstrator and hís r¡ife would be unable to feed and

house the visitors without the help of oËher Kabloona and therefore are

dependent on these other Kabloona coming Ëo their aid (see pLate 22). The

adminisËrator can of couïse "repay" those who assisted him, but the fact
that "repayment'r Ís not obligatory suggests that these acts can be viewed

as generaLLzed reciprocity. It could be argued that I'community pride" and

the possibÍ1ity of assoeiating \,ríth the visitors constitutes repayment for
those Kabloona who come to the aid of the administrator, and that thís is
an exarnple of balanced reciprocity.

recÍprocity can be cited, however.

more clear-cut example of generalÍzed

one of the Kabloona r¡/omen must go to

A

If

7 I 
^^ 

eliminatíng from
reciprocity associated
Kabloona.

this discussion the obvious kin ties and. generalized
with members of the same nuclear family among the
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Frobisher Bay Ëo have a baby or go for some oËher medical or personal

reason, she may leave her children in the settlement. Other Kabloona wÍ11

board the children left behínd or see that they are Laken care of ín some

other way. rn these unusual or emergency situations, generalized.

reciprocity will take place even among Kabloona who may be in conflict. In

the face of emergency or disaster, conflÍcE is forgotten and. recíprocity is

extended freely with no expectatÍon that a favour need he returned.. Often,

of course, those who have benefited from an act of generalized reciprocity

t¿i1l in some \¡Iay or other "say thanks" to those who have assisted them,

even though it is not expected (or where conflíct exÍsts it may not even be

desired). Acts of generalized reciprocity in Ëhese instances can sometimes

result in conflÍct resolut.ion and the establishment of more harmonious

social relatÍons between Kabloona who have been in conflict.

This chapter demonstrates how an understanding of the principle of

reciprocity carl be ímportant to Kabloona in sma1l settlements. Those vrho

are a\¡7are of the "ïules of the game" and are able to maintain balanced

reciprocity relationships can avoíd a great deal of conflict with other

members of the Kabloona group. Those who do not know the rules of the game,

or do noË wish to play it, are more 1ike1y to be in conflict with other

members of Èhe Kabloona. The least result Ís that they are likely to find

that life Ís made more difficult for them because they cannot count on

other Kabloona for needed support and assistance.



CHAPTER VI

FRIEND AND FOE

In an early chapter I suggest a possible hypothesis -- that Kabloona

occupyi-ng the roles of supervísor/employee ürere unlikely to also occupy

the roles of friend/friend. For example the mechanic is more likely to

socialize with Ëhe policeman or The Bay man Ëhan he is with the admÍn-

istrator who Ís hÍs supervÍsor. This hypothesis is related to Homansfs

rule (f950 :247) that,

i,rrhen two persons interact with one another, the more frequently
one of the two originates inËeraction for the other, the stronger
will be the latters sentimenE of respect (or hostÍlÍty) tor^rard
him, and the more nearly will the frequency of interaction be
kept to the amount characteristÍc of the external system.B

In this chapter I would like to díscuss this point more fully and offer

evidence to test this hypothesis.

In a previous chapter I have indícated that inËra-agency conflíct can

easily occur between those Kabloona r.lho occupy superior/subordinate ro1es.

Conflict between these Kabloona may arise (1) because there may be dísagree-

ment as to how a certain role or task ís to be performed, (2) because the

roles are so poorly defined that there Ís no clear boundary to the limits

on oners authority, (3) because a Kabloona occupying one of the roles may

I- External system in
both belong, e.g.,

this study would refer to the organization to which
The Bay, D.N.A.
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not ackno$/ledge that a Kabloona occupying a second role has legitimate

authority, (4) because of the characterístics of the role holders (e.g.,

two authoritarian individuals) or, (5) because the supervisor finds it

necessary to discipline one of hís t'employeest' due to poor work performance,

(e.g., absenteeism' lengthy coffee breaks). Conflict which occurs between

"nine and five" on the job ís not forgotten in the social situation afËer

working hours. 0r as Homans (1950 :246) says,

Few men are flexible enough to work out a tlüo stage emotional
relatÍonship, one for times when authority must be exercised
and another for everyday relaxed routíne.

I believe therefore that Kabloona aïe more likely to form social relatíon-

ships with Kabloona other than those for whom they work.

Another aspect which must be considered is that of inner conflict or

role strain which occurs when a person in a supervisory position Ís

friendly after hours with his "employee." As an example, let us assume

that the school principal and one of the teachers have formed. a close social

relationship. Let us suppose then that some time after the friendly Ínter-

personnal relationships have been established, Ëhe Ëeacher begins to "s1ack

off" in the performarrce of his teachÍng duËies. perhaps he frequently

begins to arrive late for school, or in the opinÍon of the princÍpal is

spending too much time giving his class "busy r¡ork." The princÍpal may

then feel that he should dÍ.scipline the teacher or direct that the teacher

perform his role more satisfactorily. However, the principal ís aware that

Íf he takes discÍplinary action against the teacher this conflict will result

in the disruptíon of the social relationshíp. By bringing about a conflicË

situatíon, the prÍncipal may effectively destroy the only satísfacrory

social alliance whÍch he has in the community, because he may not be on good
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terms r,rith other Kabloona in the settlement. irlhat is more likely is that

the other Kabloona may have already formed social groupings (c1Íques) r¡hich

he would find extremely difficult to break into. The prÍncipal then has a

difficult choice. lle may overlook the job situaEion in order to preserve

the social relationship, or he may Ínsist on pïoper job performance at

the expense of the social relatÍonship. Those Kabloona who are aware of

the possibility of strairrs developing when there are close socÍal relation-

ships beËween employer and employee, may purposely avoid. forming close

socÍal ties with theír "employees" in order Ëo reduce the possibility of

finding themselves in a sítuaËion such as that just descrÍbed.

The following tables show that in the rnajority of cases which I rnras

able to observe, supervisory personnel more often have close social relations

with Kabloona who r¡rere not their "emp1oyees." There are four tables which

cover eíght years in four separate communities (for obvÍous reasons they

are unnamed). Changeover and Ëransfer of Kabloona personnel usually occurs

in the fall or spring, therefore in three of the four cases the t.ables

represent the staËe of socj-al relationshíps as they exÍsted in February

(settlements A, B, D). The month of February has been chosen since by this

time interpersonal relationships among the Kabloona have had time to

stabÍlíze, which r^rould not be the case if the tables had been eompíled for

a time period immediately following the influx of new Kabloona (teachers

primarily) into the seËtlements. In the fourth case (setÈlement C) I was

not in the settlement over the winter but only for the period May to August.

Thís table represents the situation as it stood in August, r,lhen relation-

ships had been stabilized following the "spring changeover", and had not

yet been upset by the arrivals of the new Ëeachers.
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In these four tables the state of the social relationships between all

employed Kabloona is indicated by the use of a three point scale. Inter-

personal relations between the Kabloona aïe differentiated as positive,

neutral, or negaLive, and are indicated ín the tables by the signs *r 0,

and -. A relationship is considered posítive when there i-s frequent visit-

ing, and when conflict seldom occurs between the Kabloona involved. Inlhen

conflÍct does occur it is resolved quickly and satisfactorily, without

destroying the social relationship. A neutral relationship is one Ín which

the Kabloona involved are neither close friends nor rrsÌ,rorn enemies.t' There

is always the possibilíty that a neutral relationshÍp may become a positive

one' or' in the event that there is intense conflict bet\,üeen these Kabloona,

a negative one. Kabloona having a neutral relationship visit less frequent-

1y than Kabloona wíth a positive relationship. There may be some conflict

but it is not parËicular1y inËense or long*1asËíng.

shÍp does not necessarily indicate unfriendliness,

result of Kabloona having little in common. There

required to continue the cop.flict.

There are some defínite problems ín attempting

relationships in thÍs manner. Obviously the state

ships is a continuum, not three separate categories

neutral relation-

may simply be Lhe

therefore 1Íttle

to diagram interpersonal

of ínterpersonal relation-

. The problem is not in

^

but

is

social interaction beËween them after working hours. Kabloona ürith a

neutral relationship neither actively avoid, nor seek each other out. I^Ihere

interpersonal relationships are classifÍed as negatÍve, there has been a

serious breakdown ín the social relationships between these Kabloona.

Social contacts are avoided, conflict is frequent, and in extreme cases all

corn¡nunication between the two may cease except such communÍcatÍon as is
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determining the end points, but rather the border-line 
. 
cases or boundaries

between a positive and a neutral relatÍonshÍp and a neutral and negative

one. This is a problem which any investigator would find Ín constTucting

matrices such as these. It is quite possible that two investigators work-

ing Ín the same settlement at the same time would categoríze the relation-

shíps in a different manner. The use of a sociogram would perhaps alleviate

some of the problems in constructing these tables, however, at the time I

was in these seËtlements it \ntas not possible for me to make use of this

method of recording inter-personal relations. As a result, I have had to

rely on my observatÍons of the apparent state of interpersonal relat.Íons

among the various Kabloona in these settlements.

The other problem is that these relationships are being recorded on

the basis of reca11. As such, they are my subjective assessment of the

situation as it existed several years earlier. My recall of the situation

may be less than perfect. Nevertheless, I have been forced. to carefully

go through each set of inter-personal relations and attemp to give them a

value on the three poinË scale. Removed from the actual situation in which

I was a full participant by both time and space increases the 1Íkelihood

of a more objective assessmenË, I \,rill argue. As the positÍve and negative

relationships are more important to test my hypothesis, borderline cases

beËween positive and neuËral or negative and neutral have been recorded as

neutral in order that rrerrors" r¡ill result in more conservative results.

The tables list. the agencies and the title and sex of the Kabloona

filling a partícular role in the agency. TnËerpersonal relationshíps

involving Kabloona vromen are not included in the table unless these females

are fully employed. This excludes from consideration interpersonal relations
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among most of the Kabloona vromen. This is not because the state of ínter-

personal relations among the wÍves of Kabloona males are not important,

buË because I cannot be as certain of the state of the interpersonal

relationships among Kabloona r¡romen who were not fu1ly employed as I am

about Kabloona who are employed full time, particularly the male Kabloona.

Although Ít might prove interestíng to include interpersonal relationships

of the Kabloona wives, it would not contribute significantly to the test

of my hypothesís, although the ínterpersonal relationships among the wives

can affect interpersonal relations among the husbands. If the wife of a

Kabloona has a negaËive relationship with another Kabloona male or female,

then it is unlikely that her husband will have a positive relation r¡ith

this Kabloona. They would not rrecessarily be in conflict, but the relation-

shíp is more lÍkely to be a neutral (0) one.

Settlement A

From an exâmination of table I recordÍng the state of ínterpersonal

relatj-onships, it is apparent that in settlement A over a fouT year períod,

the data supPorts my hypothesís. That is, posÍËive relationships between

persons in a supervisory/subordinate role,are less frequent than betr¡reen

persons who are either co-r,üorkers or in an entirely different agency. Of

six possible supervisor/subordinate dyads, nor¡e are positive, t$ro are

neuËral and four are negative. However, because of the small number of

cases considered, because of the i-mpressionisËic nature of the assessment

of the variables, and because r have not considered the personality

characteristícs of the indíviduals involved, the evidence is far from

conclusive.
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Table I

Interpersonal Relatíonships Among Kabloona
in Settlement A over 4 years

Agency

Government

YEAR 1

Role

Teacher/
Admin.

H. B.C. Manager
Clerk +

Tchr
Adm.

Clerk

Tchr Mgr Clerk
Adm.

Tchr Mech Mgr Clerk
Adrn.

Mgr

Government

YEAR 2

Teacher/
AdmÍn.

H. B. C. Manager
Clerk

Government

YEAR 3

Teacher/
Admin.
Mechanic

H. B. C. Manager
Clerk

Government

YEAR 4

Teacher/
Admin.
Mechanic
Manager
Clerk

Tchr
Adm.

H.B.C.

Mech Mgr Clerk
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Table II

Interpersonal Relations Among Kabloona ín Settlement B

YEAR 1

Agency
Gov.

Role
Adri".
Mech.
Princ.
Teach.
Teach.
Teach.
Teach.

H. B. C. Manager
Clerk

R.C.M.P. Cp1.
Cò:op ¿rt lir.

SEr. Mgr.
I .N. H. S . Nurse

Nurse
A"gli"*t
Mission Priest

M

M

M
F
M

F
F
M

M

M

M

M

F
F

E t t h E r'¡ trr Z E E E t Ë-¡ h t
.Å

YEAR 2

Agency
Gov.

Role
Admin. M

Clerk M
Mech. ì4
Princ. M
Teach. F
Teach. F
Teach. F
Teach. l.{
Teach. I

H. B. C. Manager
Clerk

M

M

M

M

F
M

M

M

R.C.M.P. Crpl.
I.N.H. S. Nurse

Nurse
Co-op Art Dir.

Str. Mgr
Clerk

Anglican
llissíon Missnry

Z E E E r=¡ E tr{ E r'. t E E E tq E Z E E

0
0

0000+00000000
00000++000000

0 0l + + 0 0
0 0l+ + 0 0
001++++

I0 0 l0 0 + 0
+ 0 l0 0 + 0
0+++000
0+00000
00++++0
00++000
0000++0
0000000
0000000

00+++0+

+0++0000
+0++000+
00+0+00+
00+0+000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0+

0
0

0+0++0
000--0

00+

0
00+
000

00
+0

+
+

0
0

00

-0
-+
0+

++000000000000+
000000000000000
000000+00000000

+00
+00
000
000
000
000
0 0+
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
+00

00+00
0 0000
00 000
+00++
000++
000++

000000+++
0-0++00++
000000++0
0000000+0
000++0000
000++0000

000000
0-0000

+000000
0000000

++ 0 0 0

000000
0+00++
0+00++
000000
+0+000
++++00

00

+0
00
00
00
00
00

000000

0
0
0
0

0

+
+

0000
0000

00
00
00

00

00
0+
0+

+
0
+

+0+
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Settlement B

The tables for settlement B (over two years), contrary to expecËations,

show that there are a number of positive relationships between superÍor/

subordinate Kabloona. I suggest that there may be special circumst.ances

r¡hich account for the hígher frequency of positive relationships in thís

settlement. rn settlement B (Year 1), of eight possible relationships

three are positive and five are neutral. However, of the three positive

relationships, one of them (principal and teacher) involved a husband and

wife. In a second positive relationshíp, the head nurse and nurse had been

close personal friends in the south, and would not take a nursÍng post

unless the two of them could remain together as a team. In other words,

a strong positive relationship had been firmly established prior to theÍr

arrival in the settlement. 0f the Ëhree positive relationships, only one

had developed "on the spot." SÍmílarly, in year 2 in settlement B, of the

three positive relationshÍps, one of these involved a husband and wife

nursing team.

That there remain three "unaccountable" positive relationships is not

unusual. Indeed, if the data were to show that in no case did a t'boss" and

"employee" get along, then there would be a good reason to seriously quesËion

the reliability of my assessment of the state of ínterpersonal relationship

among the Kabloona. 0n the one hand, when v¡e consider settlement B over

t\nro years, of nineteen possible dyads involving a supervisor/subordinate

relationship, only three (approxiruately 10%) are positive. on the oËher

hand, of 239 possible dyads involving co-\^rorkers and inËer-agency pairs,

fifty (approximately 207" are positive). These figures then seem to support

ny hypothesis, in that a higher percentage of positive relationships occur

between people who are not in a supervisor/subordinate role.
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Table IfI

Interpersonal Relatíonships Among Kabloona in Settlement C

Agency Role

Gov. Tchr/Adin. ì4
Stdn Tchr M
Mechanic M

H.B.C. Manager M
R.C.M.P. Cp1. M

0
0
+

0000
++ 0 0

M
M

+

0
0
0
0
0

-t-

+
0
0
0

+

00
Anglican
Mission Missnry
IndpndË. Anthrop.

Settlement C (year 1) also has a positive relationship involving

persons in supervísor/subordinate roles. Here again, hohrever, the positive

nature of the relationship can be explained by special circumstances sur-

rounding the two role holders. In thís case, Ëhe subordinate Kabloona

(student/teacher) r,ras enrolled in a specíal cross-cultural education course

at a southern uníversÍty. He had been hÍred as a sunmer student in order

that he rníght work under the auspices of a teacher r¡ith Arctic experÍence.

The teacher/administrator and the student/teacher had met each other prior

to going into the settlement, had travelled into the settlement together

and were sharing accommodation and food. The roles in this case \¡rere

similar to "teacher/disciple" association rather Ëhan a supervisor/subordinate

one.

Seltlement D

Settlement D represents an unusual case for two reasons: (1) the hígh

nurnber of positive relationships involving supervisor/subordinate Kabloona

(7 of. 9 possible), of which only three can be explained by previously

+
0
0

E I Z E Z E E

'\Ð
F(nEZQE
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Table IV

Interpersonal Relationshíps Among Kabloona in Settlement D

Agency RoIe

Gov.

.Iea

Admin. M

Mech. l"f

Clerk M
Prínc. M
Teach. M
Teach. F !

Teach. F
Teach. F

H.B.C. Ìfanager
Clerk

R.C.M.P. Cp1.
Cons t.

I.N.H.S. Nurse
Nurse

Anglican
Mission Missnry
R. C.
Mission Priest

esÈablished positive relationships, and (2) the high number (tvrelve) of

negative relationships on the interagency 1evel. l,lithout having a larger

sample of settlements from which data is available, it is not possible to

offer any refined analysis as to why there shou.ld be so many positive

relationships ín settlement D. Hov¡ever, there are certain factors present

aË settlement D which may account for the high number of positive relation-

ships. If these factors are also present ín other Arctic settlements rvhere

there are also a high number of positive relationships betr,reen Kabloona

supervisors and subordinates, it rnay indicate a posiLíve correlation between

these factors and posítíve relations. For example, one possible factor

rnight be the presence of a "scapegoat". Through hís actions during the

year' the RCMP corporal had come into conflict rvith almost all of the

M

M

l'Í
l'{
F
F

M

M

;{ t t t Z r¡{ r¡l r¡r t t ã t Fq r¡¡ Z t
j Ë,j d r. Ej E- E] É, J .i ¿ z, Ë Ê;

++
+0
+0

0+00+++-0000+
00000+0-00000
+000++0-00000

;;;
000
000

0

0

00+
+00
000
000
+0+
+++
+00

00
+0

+++0
+ 000
+0+0
+0++
000+

00-000++
00-0000+
00-00000
00-00000
00-00000

00000
00000

0
0

0
0

0
0

+
0

+
0

0
0

;
0
0

;
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

++
0

0

0

0

0
+
+

0
0
0

+
+

0
0

0
0;0

-U
-0 +

00
00

00

00

00

00
0

0
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Kabloona in the settlement. As a result, the only other Kabloona with whom

he could have a positive social relationship was the constable, his

"emp1oyee." "Banding together against a cormnon enemy" resulted in alliances

between Kabloona of the sane agency, who may not otherwise have formed

positive interpersonal relationships. Simmel (1955:87-8) and Coser (1956:

87) both suggest that a "scapegoat" can be a cohesive force for meribers of

a gïoup.

A second factor which rnay be responsible for the high number of

positíve relationships is ËhaË all of the Kabloona had experience at livíng

in Arctíc or other isolated settlements. I'or ÍnsËance, the Roman Catholic

priest had over twenty years of ArcÈic experience, the administrator had

more than ten, the Anglican míssionary, mechanic, principal, and The Bay

man all had more than five years of Arctic experience. It would appear

that prior experience with living in isolated settlements gave the Kabloona

insights into northern living, to the ext.ent that they \,rere able to avoid

conflict with all other Kabloona except the RCMP corporal (although Arctic

experience seems not to have helped the RCMP corporal to avoid conflict).

The environment is a third factor which may have contributed to the

relatively high frequency of positive interpersonal relationships. Certain

amenities were available ín settlement D (unrelated to climate) which were

not present in all of the other settlements. Government housing r{as on

the whole extremely good, and this vras a critical area among government

personnel. (See Chapter IV) . 0n1y two houses were "substandard"; the

remainder wete from good to excellent. Moreover, housing \¡ras sufficient so

that there \^Ias no need for Kabloona to share accommodation unless they so

desired. Air communication was also relatively frequent, with the result
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that mail was usually received once a week. The good housing and frequenL

mail delivery conËributed to maintaÍning a high morale amorrg Kabloona in

the settlement, which in turn lessened the possibility of seríous conflict

developing.

AnoËher poínt which should be mentioned wíth regard to the state of

interpersonal relationships (tables r, r.r, rrr, rv) is that there appears

to be some difference between the frequency of positive, neutral and

negative relationships ín sma1l and larger settlements. As the number of

Kabloona increases, the number of neutral relationships tends to increase

more than the number of positive and negative relatíonships. This is

probably due to the fact that with the greater number of Kabloona withín

any single agency it is possible to have a wíder choice of persons wíth

whom one can ínteract.. ft is not as necessary to interact with indivíduals

with r^rhom one has had conflict., so that a neutral relationship can be main-

taíned r^liËhout developing into a negatíve one. Group size may be the

most critic,al variable ín relation to frequency of conflict. Because of

the limitations of the data, the meËhod of assessing the nature of inter-

personal relations, and the limited number of cases observed, I cannot

investigate the êffect of this aspect of environment on Kabloona relations.

Certainly though, population size may be a critical factor in the frequency

of conflicË. This is an area of research which would merit further

investigation. It r.rould also be valuable to consider how social relatíon-

ships change over time. I believe that Kabloona who have been good friends

through the winter often come into conflict and form new alliances in

February or March. Homansts (19502LL2) suggestion that frequent interaction

leads to a change Ín sentíment among the people involved sheds some light
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on I¡Ihy the nature of relationships among Kabloona changes over time; they

will either become t'friends" or "enemies", but will not 1ike1y remain

indifferenL to each other. A diachronic analysis of role relationships in

one or more settlements would give additional information on the whole

question of conflict and Kabloona relations.



CHAPTER VII

SU}ô{ARY Æ{D CONCLUS]ONS

The principal aim of in thís thesis has been to describe the inter-

personal relatíons among the Kabloona (non-Eskimo minority) in ísolated

ArctÍc settlements with special emphasis on analysis of conflict.

context, I have chosen toIn order to place Kabloona interaction

constÏuct a composíte settlement, whích I have called Baffin Fiord. This

composite "typica1" Àrctic settlement. has helped to preserve the anonymity

of the Kabloona involved9 while it has allowed me to accomplish a number

of specífic thÍngs: (1) to indicate the general pattern of development of

a typical Arctic community, (2) to suggest what facilities and agencies

can be found in mosË Arctíc communíties, (3) to describe the environment

j-n which the Kabloona minority 1ives, in order to make more understandable

to the reader why certain problems might arise among members of the

Kabloona group.

l^lith regard to Kabloona interpersonal relations, I have shown that

conflict can arise at four different levels: (1) inter-agency, (2) intra-

agency' (3) inter-family, and (4) intra-family. Examples show how conflict

arises on each of these four levels. Also, the four levels are shovrn to be

an

in

9^.rne use
Whitingr

ofa
s The

composite does not
Bríde Iniore trrlhíte

set any precedent, for example, see
(l^Ihi ting , 19 65 ) .
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interrelated, and conflict which originates at one of the levels can have

an effect on the other three.

I have also formulated a hypothesis and have included date to test

it. T suggested that because of conflict or the possibility of conflict

being more prevalent between those Ín a supervisory/subordinate role,

persons in these roles will tend to have more satisfactory interpersonal

relationships either with co-r^lorkers, or with persons who are in a dif-

ferent agency (Homans 1950:247) .

T recognize Eh,at there are other factors contributing to conflict

besides the ones which f have dealt \rith. rn particular, psychological

factors such as personality and the effecLs of stress and environmental

deprivation on individuals in isolatÍon defínitely affect the frequency

of conflict ín the interpersonal relaËions among Kabloona in the Arctic

settlements. My traíning Ís noË as a psychologist, therefore ín this

thesis I have not attempted to deal in any great detail wíth the

psychological reasons for conflict. I have chosen instead to ídentify

patterns of relatíonships which exist between various members of the

Kabloona group, concentratíng my attention on: (1) Ëhe conflíct which can

occur because of the nature of the roles of the Kabloona, rather than

(or inspite of) Ëhe personality of individuals who rnight occupy certain

ro1es, (2) the four levels at vrhich confliet occurs, and (3) the occurance

of conflj-ct over territory, scarce resources, and reciprocíty.

To an outsider many of the incídents which I have described may seem

unimportant and hardly a reason for conflict to develop. However, to the

Kabloona in isolated settlements these incidents are far from trivial. For

Kabloona in the Arctic hrho are removed from television, radio, and the daily
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ne!üspaper, the t'outside" world fades in importance, and the only world

that matters is the small settlement in which the Kabloona 1Íve. Natlonal

and internatíonal problems such as unemployment, pollution, Vietnam and

atomic tests become of less and less concern. I^lith less activÍties to

fill leisure time, and with no need to \dorïy abouË employment, a decent

r,{age' sufficient food or a good place to live, the Kabloona can fret about

the R.C.M.P. corPoral not gí-ving out the mai1, or that the neighbours did

not extend a coffee invitation. These seemingly trivial problems become

ever so importanË to the Kabloona Ínvolved.

I^Ihile f have dealt with conf 1íct in this thesis, this does not mean

Lhat the Kabloona i-n small Arctic. settlements are Ín a state of constant

"\nlarfare". Many Kabloona form long-lasting friendships wíth people they

have met j-n Arctic settlements. In emergencies, Kabloona assist one another.

triith no constant entertainment such as theatre, cocktail lounges and curl-

ing to fill leÍsure time Kabloona have to make their o\¡rn enterËainment, so

that people have more time for other people. VisÍting and conversation

become important social activítíes once again. Certaín community functions

such as the Christmas festivíties and the spring games, or the rare occur-

rance of a Kabloona wedding, are events whích usually result in co-operation

among the Kabloona of the settlement. There is also a distinct "vre" feeling

among the Kabloona when outsiders (e.g., social scientists or government

vÍsitors) are ín the settlement. Nevertheless, in the absence of other

problems, conflict is of considerable ímportance to the Kabloona in isolated

Arctic settlements because it can seriously affect the interpersonal relations

that are so ímportant to maintaining morale and permitting survíval j-n these

remote, isolated settlements.
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From the material presented in this thesis, I belíeve it is possible

to draw certain conclusions wíth regard to the interpersonal relations

among Kabloona in isolated Arctic settlements in partícular, and in general

with regard to all srnall groups in isolation. The degree to which my

conclusíons apply to other sma11 groups in isolation depends on the degree

and extent of simílarity of conditions betr¡een the Kabloona group which I

have dealt \^/ith and other small groups. The important conditions which must

be met so that my thesis has applicatiori to other groups are: (1) that the

group size be smal1 enough so that each individual can know every other

individual reasonably well (i.e., about 50 people, includíng children),

(2) that group síze be small enough that those who work together also

associate r¿ith one another in oËher Ttays, (3) that the group be ísolated

geographically from their ovm society and socially and culturally from the

"native" populatíon, (4) that the mernbers of the group work for and re-

Present more than one agency and/or different divisions within the same

agency' (5) that members of the group (except for nuclear families) are

noL kin' (6) that members of the group have formed no consensus as to \,rho

has legitimate Po\.{er and authority ín all sÍtuations, and (7) that there be

certain scarce resources for which there is competition. The more closely

any group fits these conditions the more I expect conflict to be an import-

ant factor ín the ínterpersonal relatíons among the individuals in the

group, and that thís conflict would develop at the same levels and for

similar reasons as amorig the Kabloona in Baffin Fiord.

My analysis points to three underlying reasons for conflict: (1)

"terrítoriality" and the díffering aims of the separate Kabloona agencies,

(2) competition for scarce resources, and (3) acts which are interpreËed as

negative reciprocity.
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Conflict over terrítory is a result of (a) the unique historical

development of the settlement, which has resulËed in the original agencíes

(Bay, R.C.M.P., and mission) losíng po\¡rer and ínfluence to govemment

employees' (b) the government employees having to give up po\¡ler to other

members of their ov/rÌ agency (e.g., príncipal to administrator), (c) the

lack of agreement on who has legitimate authoríty in certaín instances, and

(d) the overlap or ill-defined boundaries of authority of some roles,

particularly wíthin the governuent.

Conflict over scarce resources may occur on the interagency level,

but most commonly is among Kabloona employed by the government. The mosË

frequent reason for conflÍct to occur is over housÍng, major appliances,

and furnishings.

Conflict r,vith regard to reciprocity is due to the fact that equivalence

of exchange is difficult to determine because often material goods are not

involved. The exchange may involve alËernating of visíts, the loan of

certain items, or simply the giving of information. Moreover some Kabloona

are not a\.üare of the importance of balanced reciprocity Ín preventing

conflict.

Although there are no formal or accepted means of dealing with conflict,

the strong internal force of "se1f-j-nterest" does r¡rork to limit conflicË

and/or restore harmony (even if only to the extent of maintaining an uneasy

peaee). The majority of Kabloona recognize LhaE they are dependent on each

other. They recognize that they need people with whom they can visit and

socialÍze and from whom they carr request favours, whether these favours be

the loan of a sheet of plywood or obtaining a special Ski-doo part. Although

the Kabloona recogníze that they are dependent. on each other, I have shown

that conflict sti11 develops.
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Berry (L966) suggests a means of setting up a psychologicar tesËing

programme so that agencies employing Kabloona in the north could screen

their employees before giving them northern postings in order that job

performance (which in part depends on maíntaining morale and lessening

conflict) would be improved, and personnel "turn over" be reduced. Although

I would agree that the frequency of conflict pmeng Kabloona may be lessened

by "changing the people", conflict may also be lessened by "changing the

environment'r. conflíct among members of the same agency (intra-agency

conflict) would be lessened íf the areas of responsibilitles of the holders

of particular roles vrere better defined and made known to a1l other Kabloona

within that agency. The authoriÈy of Kabloona who are in administrative.

posítíons in a particular agency would have to be strengthened and given

increased legitimacy with regard to their oum "employees". often in the

pasË when supervisor and subordinate of a particular agency have had serious

conflict they were left in the settlement to "fight it out" for themselves.

This "leave íL be" policy has often proved detrimental to the work perform-

ance of both individuals, and even to the morale of the whole of the

Kabloona community. Cases of seríous conflict between members of the same

agency requires that a seníor administrator from that agency be brought in

to attempË to resolve conflict between the two Kabloona. If conflict cannot

be resolved in this way it may be necessary to move one or both of the

indíviduals involved. Although transfers of personnel are costly, they are

less expensive Ëhan the disruption of r^lork progïanmes which can result from

serious conflict in Ëhe settlement.

A second means of reducing intra-agency conflict is to ensure that

housing available to Kabloona of the same agency be roughly equivalent, and
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that the furnishings, particularly major applíances such as washers, dryers,

and stoves be similar (e.g., conflict \,üi11 be lessened if all stoves are

oil-fired or electric rather than some being oil and some electric).

Conflict can be lessened among al1 the Kabloona in a settlement íf

facÍlities which contribute to high morale are ímproved (e.g., mail

service and radio communication). As I have shown, much inter-agency con-

flict arises because of conflícting aims and the absence of a "leader" who

has legitimate auËhority. More local autonomy might have the effect of

developing a po\¡rer structure which all Kablooria agree has legitímate

authority. This becomes more apparent v¡hen vre recognize that the govern-

menË administrator is somewhat like the reeve of a smal1 town, wiEh the

important difference that he is an appointed rather than an elected

official. The election of officía1s v¡hích would come with íncreased 1oca1

autonomy might reduce conflict which now arises because one agency does not

recognize the other as having legitimate authority Ín certain "r."".10
Heslin and Dumphy (L964), ín their study of member satisfaction in

small groups, suggest that agreement as to whorn wÍ1l be leader, perceived

freedom to particípate, and perceived progress toward group goals, contribute

significantly to high morale. fncreased local autonomy and the election of

certain community officers would saÈisfy the first two of these requirements

for group satj-sf action.

f believe that the changes which I have suggested, if implemented,

would reduce inter and intra-agency conflict. The frequency of ínter and

intra-famíly conflict vrould also be reduced directly as a result of changes

10 ,a should be noted here that the Territorial Government is
the concept of local government and autonomy.

now promotíng
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in cormnunication and housing and indirectly because of reduced inter and

intra-agency conflict.

In this thesís I have described a "typica1" Arctic settlement and

discussed the ínterpersonal relatíons among the Kabloona minoríty. I have

dealt primarily wíth conflict between members of the Kabloona group and

shor¿n why and how conflict occurs. In addition, I have suggested hor^r the

frequency of conflict might be lessened.

I believe thaË thÍs thesis contributes to an understanding of small

groups in isolatíon, wherever there is conflict among group members. My

findings have practical applícatíons for teachers, government r¡orkers, and

others working in ísolated situaÈíons, and suggest areas of further study.

I have suggested that the presence of attcommon enemyr" síze of settlement,

years of experience of group members, and a comfortable environment for all

me¡tbers are factors which help to reduce conflict at all levels. However,

further evidence must be gathered from a number of settlements in order

to determine if these facËors correlate r'/iÈh lessened conflict among Kabloona

members. This too suggests areas for further social science research among

small groups in isolatÍon.
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